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GRAHAM To
Carry Out
Design And
Build Of
New Oxford
Brookes
University
Facility

5

GRAHAM has been selected to carry out the £18.1
million design and build of a new, interdisciplinary
technology and creative industries building at Oxford
Brookes University’s Headington Campus as part of
a framework to support the delivery of its 10-year
estate investment plan.

GRAHAM was selected as part of the Oxford
Brookes University framework panel in 2016 to
deliver projects worth over £5 million. The estate
investment programme is upgrading facilities on the
University’s campuses as well as some residential
accommodation.

GRAHAM will construct a new-build facility which will
bring together the University’s courses in the arts,
architecture, computing, engineering and the built
environment.

Adrian Stokes, Deputy Director of Estates, Oxford
Brookes University said: “We are pleased to be
working with GRAHAM on this exciting project to
deliver brand new study spaces for our courses in
technology and the creative industries.

Sitting to the east of Headington Hill Hall, within the
protected Headington Hill Conservation Area, the new
structure will replace the existing Helena Kennedy
building. Creating purpose-built labs, workshops and
studio spaces, the new building will be a hub for
research and teaching, encouraging collaboration
between these practical disciplines.

“GRAHAM won a very competitive tender process
so we are confident that they can help us to create
this transformative building which will encourage
collaboration in research, teaching and study at
Oxford Brookes.”

GRAHAM’s London office director, Rob Joyce said:
“The construction of the new technology building
forms part of Oxford Brookes University’s vision
to deliver new and exciting spaces fit for learning,
innovation and technical making skills.
Construction of the new building will support the
University’s withdrawal from the Wheatley Campus
and bring forward high-quality facilities for academic
use. We will draw on our extensive experience of
delivering educational builds for forward-thinking
institutions to implement this important phase in the
University’s estate programme.”
The works, comprising the design and construction of
the new building including all enabling works, external
works and drainage, will be carried out over a 64-week
programme. It is anticipated to start in May 2019.
www.graham.co.uk
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGN SOLUTIONS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic
masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage
strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes
and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.
Everyone has a story.
C

Planning
Approved For
University
Of Lincoln
£21M Medical
School
Building

PLANS for a new, £21 million medical school
building at the University of Lincoln (UoL) have
been approved, providing a significant, new
opportunity for medical students to study in stateof-the art-facilities in the UK.
Perfect Circle – a consortium comprising of
Pick Everard, Gleeds and AECOM – is delivering
project management, cost management, BREEAM
consultancy services and design services for
the scheme at UoL, located at the Brayford
Pool Campus, Lincoln. The provision of these
services have been enabled by the Scape National
Built Environment Consultancy Services (BECS)
framework.
The new, five-storey building is due to complete
in Spring 2021 and will comprise: lecture theatres;
laboratories; clinical and prosection anatomy
suites, equipped with cutting-edge diagnostic
tools; and a science library. Mock consultation
rooms in the clinical suite will allow students to
experience real life situations encountered by
those in the medical profession, using the latest
technology.
Victoria Brambini, managing director of Perfect
Circle, said: “This new facility marks a significant
step-change in the provision of state-of-theart training for the next generation of medical
professionals. As well as inspiring future medical
professionals, this exciting development will
support the government’s efforts to address the
NHS’ skills shortage. The medical school will play
an important role in driving the local economy and
will transform the campus.”

With aspirations to reach carbon neutrality, the
building has been designed to meet BREEAM
Excellent standards, with features including a
living wall and photovoltaic panels.

M

Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.
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Mark Robinson, Scape Group chief executive,
CY
said: “Our BECS framework has been designed
CMY
to accelerate and optimise the provision of
consultancy services for exciting schemes such asK
this and I am delighted to see UoL engaging with
Perfect Circle on this important project.”
“Our health service is arguably our nation’s
greatest achievement and this modern medical
training facility will help create the additional skills
to ensure that our NHS remains fighting fit for the
future.”
In March 2018, UoL and the University of
Nottingham announced an exciting collaboration
to provide a medical education for students across
Lincolnshire, providing more opportunities and
a high-class education. Through this innovative
partnership, students will study for a University
of Nottingham Bachelor of Medicine Bachelor of
Surgery (BMBS) medical degree at the UoL site,
which is set to open its doors to its first intake of
95 students in September 2019.
For more information on Perfect Circle, please visit
www.perfectcircle.co.uk.
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Armourcoat The Toast Of New Whisky Distillery
The new £140 million Macallan distillery and visitor experience on the
Easter Elchies estate near Craigellachie in Moray features Armourcoat
Surface Finishes.
Macallan is a luxury single malt Scotch whisky brand, with leading
positions in some of the world’s most significant markets including
the USA, Taiwan, and Japan. The distillery is designed by Rogers Stirk
Harbour and Partners, who were selected to lead the project after an
international competition.
Over 400m2 of custom coloured Armourcoat Spatulata polished plaster
has been applied to the curving staircase walls, boutique store, lift
lobbies and reception. Spatulata is Armourcoat's own superfine marble
stucco paste developed from traditional materials and manufactured in
the UK. It is trowel applied in numerous fine layers by skilled applicators
to create a highly polished decorative surface that adds a touch of
luxury to interior spaces.
www.armourcoat.com

Black Is The New Black
It is interesting how design trends are quickly mirrored across the
world. A few years’ ago, for example, lifestyle and interior design
magazines were all about plain white walls, hard surfaces and
minimal furniture. Today, heavier materials are being revitalised
and darker colours are being used in more and more projects.
This movement has been explored in detail by Troldtekt in its
latest Theme which can be read here www.troldtekt.com/News/
Themes/Black-is-the-new-black.
The theme explores how this trend has permeated through every
aspect of architecture and design. Included in the theme is an
interview with Danish designer and trend researcher Rikke Skytte.
She comments, “Following the financial crisis, we are beginning
to look to warmer climes for inspiration and we’ve started to use
dark, burned colours indoors such as black, dark red-brown and
dusty grey. You know that when people start investing in dark
sofas, ceilings and kitchens - i.e. elements which are seldom
replaced - then it’s a clear sign that the trend has taken hold.”
In a short space of time, Troldtekt has seen a steep rise in the
specification of its wood wool acoustic panels in dark greys and
black. From residential houses in Denmark, hotel and resorts in
Macau, music venues in the Netherlands to London’s new iconic
Design Museum, black acoustic ceilings have been used to add to
the ambience and enhance atmospheric design.
In the Design Museum, John Pawson and Dutch architects OMA
have extensively used darker colours for the wood wool panelling
culminating in black at Parabola, the stunning restaurant at the
top of the Museum.
These high-performance panels absorb the sounds of noisy dining
and chatter together with the echoes and reverberations caused
by the hard surfaces and large glazed areas. Furnished with blue
stained ash tables and chairs, the restaurant offers views of
Holland Park and into the central atrium topped by the dramatic
exposed roof structure. www.troldtekt.co.uk

Photography: © McAteer Photograph

Kaldewei Nexsys Shower Surface
Kaldewei Nexsys shower surface is now available in 17 colours and 20
dimensions, with three surface finishes and five stylish design covers
offering around 5,000 possible
combinations. The Kaldewei Nexsys
combines all the advantages of
an enamelled shower surface
with the modern design of a
shower channel. A characteristic
design feature is its narrow waste
channel with a minimalist look
that fits almost seamlessly into the
enamelled shower surface. Four new surface colours for the high-end
design cover accentuate the aesthetic appeal and quality of the waste
channel made of Kaldewei steel enamel. As well as brushed stainless
steel, the cover is now available in polished stainless steel, polished
gold, brushed rose gold and alpine white. www.kaldewei.co.uk

Glow+
Sliding
System Is
A Silent
Operator

Glow+, a sliding system for wardrobes with 2, 3
or more overlapping doors, is now equipped with
a revolutionary magnetic damping system that
decelerates the opening and closing action and
delivers an extremely fluent and silent movement.

Assembling Glow+ is very easy and intuitive. It can be
installed with screws or automatically with pressurefixed clips. The system can also be equipped with
a magnetic cover that provides further aesthetic
enhancement.

This innovative solution sets a new standard of silent
and smooth sliding movement by eliminating the
typical noise and resistance produced by springaction dampers and enables the door to be easily
opened.

For further information on the SALICE product range
please telephone 01480 413831 or visit Salice online
at www.saliceuk.co.uk

Glow+ can be used both with wooden doors and
aluminium-framed doors, with a maximum weight
of 70 kg. Furthermore, with the use of an optional
additional strengthening kit, the system can
impressively carry doors up to 100 kg.
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Landmark Specification
For Marmox Multiboard
An iconic residential development
by Barratt London is including the
use of Marmox Multiboard for its
outstanding physical performance
with two walls around the 20
metre swimming pool being
lined with the moisture resistant
backing board.
Landmark Place stands alongside
the Tower of London, offering
purchasers of the 165 luxury
apartments and penthouses with
stunning views of the Thames,
Tower Bridge and the Southbank.
The ground floor pool and spa
was fitted out by a specialist subcontractor consuming close to 100 of the 2500 x 600mm Multiboards for the work, as well as six boxes of dowels to secure
them and 30 rolls of Marmox Jointing Tape.
All of the materials are being supplied through a local branch of Jewson Builders Merchants Marmox Multiboards are
manufactured from extruded polystyrene or XPS and offer a range of positive physical characteristics, including good
thermal insulation, in addition to being fully waterproof. They are both light to handle and easy to cut, while still being able
to sustain substantial loadings if required, including as part of a floor build-up. www.marmox.co.uk

CCL Wetrooms Launch The NEW Lo-Seal
Trap For Shallow Concrete Floors
CCL Wetrooms, the UK’s leading wetroom specialist, have
launched their shallowest ever waterless trap – the NEW
Lo-Seal Trap – at a cutting edge depth of only 55mm.
Developed specifically for use in wetroom construction
projects with screed depths of below 60mm, the new trap
allows wetroom drainage to be installed where standard
depth drains cannot be accommodated.
The NEW Lo-Seal Trap is the latest technological
development to the
market leading Linear
Screed Drain from CCL
Wetrooms, which has
been providing shallow
drainage solutions
to architects, interior designers and house builders for many years. Whilst the current
trap provides a shallow drain height of 67mm, the NEW 55mm Lo-Seal Trap offers all of
the same benefits but with the added advantage of a new slimline trap for installation
into shallow screed depths of less than 60mm. Designed as the central element of the Linear Screed Drain, the new Lo-Seal
waterless trap has an improved design which contains a spring-loaded mechanism, which now locks into position, keeping the
trap sealed when not in use.
This ensures that even when the shower is left unused for prolonged periods, the trap cannot dry out. The new slimline
linear drain allows the waste position to be rotated through 360° to avoid all obstructions under the floor and enables easy
installation in wet rooms. Plus, thanks to its’ uniquely adjustable marine grade stainless steel grill, any size or depth of natural
stone or porcelain tile can be used alongside the grill, without the need to raise the whole floor.
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk

Corridors
Refreshed
With
Yeoman
Shield Wall
& Door
Protection

Following in the footsteps of a string of successful
installations at the Northern General Hospital,
Sheffield, Yeoman Shield products were again chosen
as part of the refurbishment of the hospital’s Firth C &
D floor corridors.

Beneath the handrail 2mm thick FalmouthEx Wall
Protection Panels were fixed to offer low level
protection. A cream colour was chosen for the panels
accompanied by Mid Grey Corner Protection Angles to
keep a light and airy feel to the scheme.

With the need to refresh
the interior walls and
doors, as well as future
proof them from further
damage and marking, a
variety of products from
Yeoman Shield’s range
were employed.

Pete Trenchard, who specified and project managed
the scheme on behalf of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals
added “When carrying out improvements and
refurbishment of the corridors, in line with the STH
standard colour scheme and standard fit out, I was
keen to incorporate the Yeoman Shield range of
products to achieve a long-term solution.

Corridor doors, which are
on the frontline when it
comes to impact damage,
were fitted out with
Yeoman Shield Door Edge Protectors and PVCu clad
glazing beads, both in a graphite colour. Contrasting
Mid Grey Door Protection Panels were installed to
both sides of the doors with vulnerable architrave and
framework also protected by Yeoman Shield products.
This comprehensive, fire rated, door protection
system will extend the life cycle of expensive fire
doors helping to keep them in good working order.
Yeoman Shield Guardian Handrails in the same colour
scheme were fitted along the hospital passageways.
Bespoke metal brackets were manufactured by
Yeoman Shield to implement the spanning of the rail
over pillars through out a glazed corridor.

“The specification of Yeoman Shield products on
corridor walls, vulnerable corners, doors, frames
& architraves, protects the fabric of the corridors
without detracting from the visible aesthetic
appearance expected of a hospital environment.
“I worked closely with the Yeoman Shield team
through the design and specification phase, drawing
on their expertise to find a cost-effective fit for
purpose solution. The site survey and installation
offered a start to finish package which has been
contributory to the successful and well received
outcome of the project”.
For information on Yeoman Shield wall & door
protection products suitable for refurbishment
projects go to www.yeomanshield.com or call 0113
279 5854.
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Highlife at Swanborough Lakes - Talla Wetroom

Talla Wetroom Layout

A Design For Life!
In a small secluded village not far from Newport an
unusual planning permission was granted by the City
Council.
Manic Street Preachers, the Welsh born band ,were
planning to convert a cottage into their new recording
studio.
The planning permission was granted but with some
unusual conditions. The cottage was to be used solely
between the hours of 9am and 10pm during the week
and before the band could begin the creative process
the site was to undergo a series of sound proofing
measures to ensure all nearby properties were not
disturbed by the noise pollution.
Terry Norman, Acoustics Specifier from Trim Acoustics,
was contacted by the band to visit the secluded site. They soon settled on a plan that involved using an
acoustic blocker – Maxiboard, manufactured by Sound Reduction Systems Limited.
Maxiboard is an extremely high performance and versatile soundproofing board designed to be used much like
plasterboard. It can be installed directly onto timber studwork, masonry or existing plaster. Maxiboard can be
used to Meet Part E of the Building Regulations or just to improve comfort in a domestic situation.
Unbeknown to all around them, in both secrecy and confidentiality the Manic Street Preachers successfully
recorded their new album! SRS are specialists in all aspects of domestic and commercial acoustics.
www.soundreduction.co.uk

Boutique
Modern
Delivers The
Highlife At
Swanborough
Lakes

Lomond 600 wh resin dbl
drawer open

When given the job of building and fitting out
seven luxury holiday lodges for a holiday park in
the South Downs National Park, modular building
company, Boutique Modern opted for bathroom
products from Highlife Bathrooms.
Known as Alliance Sanitary Products until a
rebrand in February, Highlife Bathrooms’ products
were specified for use at Swanborough Lakes,
Lewes, through local building supplies merchant,
Chandlers.
The order covered all bathroom furniture and
accessories, including; Lomond mirror cabinets
and draws, Spey showers, Dalry taps, Armastone
basins, Jura double ended baths and Oban WCs;
as well as towel rails, heavy-duty bath panels and
8mm thick wetroom glass.
Boutique Modern’s Lucas Shone, said: “Our
challenge was to deliver luxurious lodges that
matched the exceptional natural beauty of the
area. As such, only the very best fixtures and
fittings would do, and Highlife Bathrooms products
certainly fitted the bill. They look perfect and have
certainly played their part in the incredibly positive
reaction the owners have had since opening to the
public.”

Swanborough Lakes is located on Iford Estate
– a family-owned, 3,000-acre, working farm on
the outskirts of Lewes, East Sussex. Each of the
lodges features two super-king bedrooms, a
spacious central living space, en suite bathrooms,
secluded private deck, hot tub and BBQ. And with
privacy at the fore when planning the park, the
lodges all have sloping roofs and large panoramic
windows, which ensure guests can make the most
of the stunning, rural view without ever feeling
overlooked.
Chandlers’ Shaun Lee, said: “I’ve worked with
Highlife Bathrooms for the last five years and have
never been anything less than extremely impressed
by the depth and quality of the products they
supply. Add to that the quality of their customer
service, after sales care, and market knowledge,
and it was a simple choice to recommend them to
Boutique Modern for Swanborough Lakes.”
Following its recent rebrand, Highlife Bathrooms
added over 100 new products to its already
extensive offering. These include stylish new fullsuite bathroom, mirror, tap and mixer ranges, and
a host of cutting edge showering and wet room
solutions.
For more information visit
www.highlifebathrooms.com.

Soundproofing A Multi Residential & Commercial Space
Hush Acoustics were called to a former Woolworths Store turned Snooker
Hall in Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, which was being converted into a ground
floor sports shop with nine 1st floor apartments above. The brief was to
address the acoustics within the building, whilst also meeting the required fire
regulations.
After visiting the site, Hush specified their HD1030 system to meet these
requirements. The HD1030: Hush System LP is compliant with UK Building
Regulations Approved Document E and is suitable for refurbishment projects
with timber structures that incorporate lath and plaster ceilings. It also
has 1-hour fire resistance at ceiling level. Working closely with EH Building
Contractors, the HD1030 system was carefully installed. To do this, the floor
was insulated between the joists with Hush Slab 100, rested on Hush Mesh
Fire Wire, before a new structural deck of plywood on timber packers were
installed, creating a level base to hold the acoustic floor system.
19mm Plasterboard Plank was then laid over and sealed using Hush Acoustic Sealant. Hush Panel 28 was then fitted as the overlay
acoustic flooring treatment, finished over the plank in the opposite direction, ensuring all joints were staggered. The perimeters of the
Hush Panel were then sealed using Hush Seal 20 and all joints glued with Hush Bond Panel Adhesive.
Hush Twin Frame Metal Stud Party Walls were installed onto the plywood structural floor and isolated using Heavy-Duty Isolation
Tape. The stud walls were insulated using the Hush Slab 100 Sound Absorber, ensuring that the cavity between the two stud
frames were kept clear. Two 15mm Soundbloc Plasterboards were used to either side of the wall, to achieve that acoustic and fire
performance requirements.
Once completed, Acoustic testing was undertaken on site to evaluate the results. The twin metal stud wall achieved an airborne
performance of 56db (DnTw+Ctr). An airborne sound test was then carried out between the sports shop and one of the 1st floor
apartments which achieved a performance of 47 dB (DnTw+Ctr). All of the acoustic performance was achieved by Hush’s HD1030
system without any significant ceiling treatment. www.hushacoustics.co.uk
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Make A Statement With Portfolio Doors

New National Sales Manager For GEZE UK

Keeping up with interior design trends can be tasking – especially
if you are not completely confident where complementing colour
palettes and interior furnishings are concerned. Start with the basics every interior needs a statement piece to set off each element of your
environment
and great
interiors rely
on balance and
getting the
essentials of
the room right,
so make your
inspirational
feature just
that, essential.
Doors have the
ability to both
start and finish
off the look of a room, so making your door a design feature allows
you to define your space and reflect your intended interior before
even stepping over the threshold. Made in Italy and manufactured in
Britain, Portfolio doors are changing the way we see doors.
With 4 collections; Contemporary, Classic, Exotic and Natural, and with
20 door designs to choose from, Portfolio doors are natural venners
with an on-trend twist.
Whether your interior relies on neutrality suited to the light grey
horizontal or the Scandinavian 2 stile or you are one to opt for a more
traditional yet impactful look available from the Walnut or Oak vertical.
Portfolio’s engineered veneers allow for flexibility and practicality.
www.portfoliodoors.co.uk

Andy Iredale is the new man in charge of opening doors for GEZE
UK having been promoted to the role of national sales manager for
automatics. Andy, who was previously sales manager for the North
of England, now leads the team of which he was once part – GEZE
UK’s area sales
managers who
provide design
and commercial
advice on GEZE
automatic door
systems. He
will lead on the
sales promotion
of new and
innovative GEZE
automatic door
solutions, develop
and maintain
relationships with key customers across the country and advise
them on the best range of products for their needs – from modest
automatic doors to complex requirements for major developments.
Andy has significant experience in the commercial door sector across
a variety of disciplines - from service and project management,
through to sales - spanning an impressive 24 years – the last four of
which have been with GEZE UK. For more information about GEZE
UK’s comprehensive range of automatic and manual door closers call
01543 443000 or visit www.geze.co.uk
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Crittall Launch Innovative
Thermally Broken Steel Window
Crittall, the originator of the steel window and the
sector’s leading manufacturer, has launched T60 - a
highly innovative thermally broken steel window and
door system.
T60’s slim profiles replicate original Crittall steel
windows, combining traditional aesthetics with 21st
Century levels of performance. T60 features an
advanced high density polyurethane isolator as a
thermal barrier. This, together with housing high
performance double or triple glazing up to 37mm wide,
ensures the system surpasses the requirements of
current regulations while at the same time providing
contemporary levels of comfort, particularly in harsher
weather conditions where traditional steel windows may not have previously been sufficient. Market-leading weathertightness performance has
been tested to European and ASTM Standards.
As with all Crittall products, T60 is corrosion protected and finished with Duralife, an architectural grade polyester powder coating. Its slim
sightlines maximize the benefit of natural daylight thereby reducing reliance on artificial lighting. Each frame is fully welded enhancing strength
and durability. The inherent strength of steel gives peace of mind in respect of robustness and security, boosted by optional multi-locking. A wide
range of opening configurations are available.
Traditional aesthetics ensure T60 can be specified with confidence for Listed buildings or properties in Conservation areas.
The clean, slender design is ideally suited both to restoration work and new build projects and T60 is expected to be specified for a full range of
market sectors, including offices, health, education and hotels. www.crittall-windows.co.uk

CREATE. TR ANSFORM. INNOVATE
Be inspired with Vicaima and free yourself from the limits of your imagination.
Innovative finishes, unique design and superior performance in fire, acoustic
and security doors, plus panels and furniture.
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Vicaima Add
To Danish
Inspired
Design Ethos
For Crest
Nicholson

19

Vicaima’s innovative and stylish interior door
models have been selected to compliment a new
concept in housing from Crest Nicholson, at their
Hygge Park development in Keynsham near Bristol,
where the essence of Danish inspired design has
been captured.
It may be hundreds of miles from its Nordic roots,
but homes on Crest Nicholson’s Hygge Park site
embody a touch of Danish design prospective.
Hygge, which means comfort, relaxing and
wellbeing, in fact enjoying life’s simple pleasures; is
evident throughout this development. Innovative
interior house layouts create bright and airy spaces,
where open plan living and the clever use of glazing
is used to maximise light. Contemporary design
and designer fittings mark this development out as
a new chapter for quality UK homes
Blending seamlessly with this modern and light
theme are the Vicaima doors chosen by Crest as
the perfect opening between selected room spaces.
In keeping with Crest’s forward approach to house
design, they chose Vicaima Dekordor SD White
Woodgrain interior doors. These doors have hard
waring faces and a bright white factory finished
face; that displays a discreet, but visible woodgrain
appearance.
To enhance the design even further, Crest selected
a number of options from Vicaima’s extensive
customisation offering. These included the
incorporation of two attractive satin inlays in a
vertical pattern and, where additional light was
required, a full-length glazed design.

Dekordor White Woodgrain is fast becoming the
door of choice for modern housing schemes,
offering as it does a twenty first century alternative
to doors painted on site, with a durable and cost
effective solution. Ideal when supplied simply as
a door or as part of a complete doorset system,
Dekordor white woodgrain is available in various
core constructions and a range of dimensional
variations.
White Woodgrain is just one in a wide selection of
foil-faced finishes from the extensively specified,
Vicaima Dekordor SD range. Popular for decades,
Vicaima foils have recently been extended further,
to include Visual Sensations. This secondgeneration foil collection provides trend-setting
ideas with a whole host of new tones ranging from
Pale Sand to the dark hues of Forest and Mountain
and all available in either a vertical or crossdirectional woodgrain design.
As demonstrated in the choices made by Crest
Nicholson, solid core interior doors from many
of the Vicaima ranges can also be enhanced by
including additional face embellishments, in the
form of grooves and inlays. These simple but
effective add-ons elevate door design to another
level and present a real opportunity to realise a
specific vision or design mood for any given project.
Vicaima offer an extensive range of innovative
design and performance options, with fire, acoustic
and security solutions for luxury housing and
modern apartment living. www.vicaima.com

Comar
9P.i High
Performance
Window,
Door &
Framing
System

After extensive research and consultation with key
supply partners, Comar Architectural Aluminium
Systems deliver the Comar 9P.i High Performance
Window, Door and Framing System. Research
indicated that a thermally efficient futureproof facade system was required, with off-site
manufacture and value engineering solutions that
actively seek to reduce material content.
Comar 9P.i High Performance framing offers two
options of construction, ladder frame or mitre
frame. Comar 9P.i windows and 9P.i doors can
be hung directly from the frame, reducing the
need for additional outer frames, creating a truly
integrated solution. Building typologies differ from
refurbishment to new build, so Comar 9P.i has
profiles widths from 78mm, 100mm and 120mm
creating greater design flexibility.
There are three levels of thermal performance,
standard, multi-chamber and multi-chamber thermal
foam, creating U-values of between 1.6 to 1.0 for a
typical grid size with opening vents. Comar 9P.i has
slim 65mm sight-lines to meet that architecturally
demanded aesthetics are achieved. Glazing lines are
flush, maintaining consistent lines for a sleek external
facade providing straight interfacing with walls,
internal floors and partitions.
Consideration is also given for plaster-lines with
profiles to cater for differing situations. Comar 9P.i
windows can be open-in or open-out side, top or
bottom hung and a tilt and turn option, offering
unobtrusive ventilation.
Comar 5P.i Vertical Sliding Windows and Horizontal
Windows can also be integrated into the Comar 9P.i
framing. Glazing sizes have been catered for up to

62mm meaning that future requirements for high
performing acoustic or triple glazed projects can be
specified.
Comar 9Pi. The Next Generation of Framing Systems,
includes:
New Comar 9P.i & Comar 9P.i high performance
window and door suite.
Value Engineered: Windows and Doors hang
directly from Comar 9P.i Framing, reducing
metal content
Fast-track fabrication, off-site construction.
British Standards BS 6375, PAS 23 and PAS 24
Security approved Secured by Design
Dual colour options with all finishes: anodising
with a 35-year guarantee, polyester powder
coating, a 25-year guarantee with RAL colours
from Interpon and Syntha Pulvin
Value engineering opportunities creating cost
efficiencies
Low-rise thresholds and wide doors to cater for
DDA
Up to two storey facades, with 3000mm spans
at 1500mm centres
Low U-values 1.6 – 1.0
High span mullions and transoms
Slim 65mm, sight-lines
Flexibility: Profile width 80mm, 100mm &
120mm
Three options of thermal performance,
standard, multi-chambered, thermal foam
Flush glazing seamless opening vents
Glass lines on one plane
Integrates with existing Comar 5P.i windows
and Comar 7 Doors
Flexible fabrication mitre frame construction or
ladder frame construction
www.comar-alu.co.uk
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Rooms Hidden Behind Hall Of Mirrors
Offering a truly futuristic office environment, Vedanta Resources Ltd,
the global mining and metals company, has totally re-vamped their new
London HQ. Helping transform the offices, partitioning experts Style
added flexibility to the space with a combination of advanced operable
wall systems.
Two 54dB Rw acoustic moveable walls form a corridor from the main
reception area, creating a stunning hall of mirrors with pass doors into
spacious meeting rooms. Three Skyfold Zenith vertical-rising moveable
walls further divide the rooms into yet smaller work areas. An additional
run of panels split the main boardroom, providing private work space
for the chairman. The entire floor space can be opened out for large
corporate functions, when required.
The CAT-B, 7000sq ft fit-out of the Vedanta Berkeley Square offices
was completed by office interior specialists, Modus and included a £1.2
million technology/AV package. Style worked closely with Modus to help deliver a contemporary working environment that maximises
available space.
Because each of the individual rooms were to be heavily furnished with fixtures and fittings, the moveable walls had to be squeezed
into very tight spaces when opening and closing. The Skyfold Zenith system, which is neatly housed in the ceiling cavity when not in
use, has an exceptionally thin path of travel allowing it to descend into the narrowest of gaps at the push of a button and making it
ideal for the Vedanta offices. Delivering an impressive 54dB Rw acoustic integrity, meetings can run concurrently in total privacy.
“The final configuration has turned this into a real showpiece,” said Julian Sargent, Style’s group managing director. “Our moveable
wall solutions, finished with a combination of fabrics, Corian, oak laminate and mirrors, all combine to add to a stunning interior,
creating flexible, adaptive space for conferences and meetings.”
Demonstrating their careful attention to detail, Style added a bespoke grooved Corian finish to the bottom panels of the Skyfold walls,
creating a seamless continuation across the ceiling when they are retracted up into the cavity. The mirrored corridor boasts a similar
Corian edge finish, making for a truly unified installation. www.style-partitions.co.uk

Accessible Entrance For Community Chemist
A busy healthcare hub in the centre of Leicester, Yakub Chemist offers a community
pharmacy as well as home care services. Ensuring all customers can access the
facilities, the main entrance has recently benefit from a complete refurbishment. An
accessible ramp combines with a TORMAX automatic sliding door, giving clear and
easy access from the street. Powered by the compact and unobtrusive TORMAX
2201 door operator, the sliding door will deliver reliable and continuous use,
efficiently welcoming customers into the Chemist.
Protecting their investment, Yakub Chemist has a service agreement with TORMAX.
Through appropriately spaced maintenance checks, the automatic entrance will
continue to run smoothly and safely for many years to come.
Yakub Chemist is regarded as one of the leading pharmacy healthcare providers
in the midlands and is known for its outstanding customer service. Its primary
business is the community retail pharmacy which has grown to become a lifeline
to many local residents, providing a personalised service that directly meets their
needs.
“We have a varied customer base with different accessibility issues, including
parents with prams, wheelchair users, the elderly and infirm,” comments the
Director and Pharmacist at the Chemist. “The new entrance means everyone can
confidently come in and make use our services. We have been extremely pleased
with the TORMAX door which slides quietly back to create a generous opening.”
The deliberately high torque motor that powers the TORMAX 2201 door operator
is capable of driving a single leaf door weighing as much as 120kg, providing an
impressive opening width of up to 2000mm.
Quick and easy to install, thanks to a patented component fastening system, the
TORMAX 2201 offers straightforward 2-key programming to allow door opening and closing speeds to be adjusted to match increases in foot
traffic or changes in weather conditions. Measuring just 142mm x 100mm, the TORMAX 2201 operator is ideal for locations where space is
tight. www.tormax.co.uk
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Notes from the Comar
design team...

I

Large 62mm glazing
pocket for
acoustic glass.

The latest thermal
break technology.
Slim sight lines for
With thermal foam and
both the casement
triple glazing, U-values
and tilt/turn
are reduced to 0.77,
windows.
creating a future
proof solution.

Windows hang direct
from the Comar
9P.i Frame as well
as rebated or swing
doors.
Fast-track
semi unitised
construction for
floor to ceiling
glazing.

Aluprof
Unitised
Systems
Transforms
Existing
Belfast
Building

Unitised curtain wall is normally associated with new
high rise building, but in Belfast, Aluprof systems are
being used to help transform an existing office block
with a completely new building envelope.
Located at Wellington Place in the heart of Belfast,
the Merchant Square Office Development will offer
over 200,000 sq.ft. of Grade A office accommodation.
The existing seven storey office block was designed
by McAlister Armstrong & Partners and completed in
1975. The new £18.5 million redevelopment will add
two further floors and will consist of a new Corten steel
and aluminium high performance facade.
The external envelope was originally specified in
traditional stick construction curtain wall, but Clarke
Facades worked with Aluprof to put forward a
superior offer using a unitised option. Crucial to this
specification change with Like Architects of Belfast and
their client, the Oakland Group, is that the proposal
had to fall within the original facade budget. This was
achieved using Aluprof’s MB-SE75 Capped Unitised
Curtain Wall system.
With the rise in use of unitised curtain wall systems in
medium sized projects, the option of unitised systems
is becoming a real alternative to a traditional curtain
wall, especially as costs are becoming much more
competitive. It is well known that unitised systems can
offer up to a 50% time saving on installation which can
offer significant savings on the project programme.
Aluprof’s MB-SE75 Capped Unitised Curtain Wall
system was then specified in an anodised finish, which
then contrasts in accordance with the architects
design, with the external Corten steel used in a vertical
column emphasis. Facade installation started in early
March and is expected to be completed in a matter of
weeks, ensuring that the building envelope meets the
tight installation programme.

The Merchant Square project has been funded by the
Northern Ireland Investment Fund and Fairfield Finance.
The owner, Oakland Group is being advised by local
firm Radius Corporate Finance. Guy Hollis from the
Oakland Group states that the development will have
a "transformative impact" on Belfast city centre and
goes on to say: "Our project will have a multiplier
effect around Wellington Place, Queen Street and
College Square, and we are confident the Merchant
Square project will make a major contribution to the
redevelopment of Belfast going forward.”
Installed by Clarke Facades of Ballymena, Co. Antrim,
the project is due for completion in Autumn this
year with a new anchor client, PwC, relocating
approximately 2,000 staff to Merchant Square during
summer 2020.
Serving the whole of the UK and Ireland, Aluprof
UK’s head office and extensive distribution centre
is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof systems
are increasingly being specified on a wide range of
residential and commercial projects across the UK.
Systems are designed, fabricated and installed by
selected, specially trained local companies, to ensure
each fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting
standards.
Further information is available on the company’s
website at www.aluprof.co.uk and specialist advice is
available directly from Aluprof’s UK head offices on +44
(0) 161 941 4005 or from their London office, based at
the Business Design Centre, Islington, on +44 (0) 7908
781750.

comar 9P.i
High Performance Framing, Windows and Doors
After extensive research and consultation with key supply partners, Comar
Architectural Aluminium have developed 9P.i High Performance Framing,
Windows and Door System.
A thermally efficient futureproof facade system was required, with off-site semi unitised
manufacture and value engineering solutions that reduced material content. Comar 9P.i
High Performance Framing offers two options of construction, ladder frame or mitre frame,
9P.i windows and 9P.i doors hang directly from the frame, reducing the need for additional
outer frames, reducing costs. As we’ve reduced the metal content Comar 9P.i has slim
sight-lines, which increase the glazed area to power down U-values. With options for
including thermal foam, U-values are as low as 0.77.

For more information about comar9P.i
please contact us:
Tel:
0208 8685 9685
Email: projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web: www.comar-alu.co.uk
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panels to ensure that they do not present a risk of fire spread
over the wall. It may not be readily apparent what materials are
present, particularly for composite products which can include inner
combustible insulating cores.”
The latter point regarding composite materials can also now be
considered in the light of recent testing carried out by Exova
Warrington; and the fact that the RIBA has recognised an entirely
new category of cladding material: accordingly introducing new
design software to deal with it.
Spandrel panels fulfil multiple roles as part of any exterior building
envelope: not only serving to conceal and protect the critical floor
zone area to the structure, but also providing thermal and acoustic
insulation while absorbing wind load.
As the Advice Note recognises, they can be produced from
singular materials such as cement particle board – meaning they
will be generally inert and resistant to fire, though unattractive
in appearance – while others are of a sandwich construction:
incorporating glass, metal and various interlayers.
The most common problem with many cladding materials is,
however, well-documented and mainly concerns their stability;
which is a highly relevant for a number of reasons.
One of the main controversial aspects to fatal fires in the past, and
one being carefully examined by the current inquiry, has been the
emergency services’ “Stay Put” policy: advising building occupants
to remain in their homes to await rescue.
This well-intentioned strategy relies, however, on the integrity of
the facades – as well as the party walls and floors – which separate
individual apartments maintaining effective compartmentation, for
sufficient time that evacuation can be completed safely.

Ministry Of
Housing Poses
New Questions
Over Fire
Performance Of
Spandrel Panels
Chromatics Glass Ltd assesses
the implications of an important
new guidance document,
deriving in part from the Grenfell
disaster, and having far-reaching
implications on the selection
of spandrel panels for high-rise
buildings.

Down the decades, the Building Regulations
have, as a comprehensive and farreaching set of guidance documents,
undergone a continuing process of review
and amendment. For the most part
those changes have been incremental,
prompted mainly by scientific or political
considerations.
The Grenfell tragedy, though, could prove
as transformational for Approved Document
B as Ronan Point did for the regulations on
structural stability: the 1968 gas explosion
which brought down one corner of the East
London tower block having dramatically
highlighted the danger of progressive
collapse.
While the national press and groups
representing the victims have inevitably
attributed the blame to specific aspects of
Grenfell’s construction, the official enquiry
is necessarily having to evaluate huge
amounts of technical as well as eye-witness
evidence. The findings, when they come,
are likely to direct the way we deal with fire
risk far into the future.

Both Government and housing providers
are, in the meantime, seeking to make
sensible changes to safeguard residents,
through ‘active’ and ‘passive’ measures:
with many authorities installing sprinkler
systems, as well as replacing cladding
identified as flammable.
The Advice Note from the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local
Government, is significant though not
prescriptive: warning building owners of
their responsibilities regarding spandrel
panels, window panels and infill panels. The
ministry includes the normal reference to
high-rise structures being those above 18
metres in height, but adds the provision
that in certain circumstances, the advice
could apply to other buildings.
The Ministry of Housing observes that
as part of the external envelope, such
panels are subject to Paragraph B4 of the
Building Regulations 2010 with regard to
External Fire Spread. And it includes the
key paragraph: “It is important that building
owners check the materials used in the

Tragically in the case of Grenfell Tower, Lakanal House in 2009,
and some other high rise blazes, this strategy failed as - for a
combination or reasons - the fire continued to spread rapidly;
cutting off people’s escape and rapidly multiplying the challenges
for their would be rescuers.
With older properties, especially those which have been radically
reconfigured, trying to restore the integrity of structural or
other elements against smoke and flames, once holes or service
penetrations have been made through them, is extremely difficult.
Indeed it normally requires the installation of multiple intumescent
or non-flammable seals and other fire-stopping products.
Such failures may well be revealed by the Grenfell Inquiry, but
what was without doubt from the early moments of the fire
crews arriving, was that flames from the initial source were both
spreading rapidly across the outside of the building, and breaking
back into the homes of other residents.
Undoubtedly then, building designers and the landlords who
manage them must seek to ensure the outer envelope is comprised
of products – including the cladding, spandrel panels and
fenestration – which can maintain both integrity and insulation for
the prescribed period.

To respect the Advice Note, those responsible for multi-storey
dwellings, or any HMO, must ensure that spandrel and other panels
will not fracture, buckle, become detached or encourage the
spread of flame in the event of a blaze; as has happened with some
product groups in the past.
Far safer, the new generation of high performance safety glass,
developed here in the UK and currently produced in Germany,
bonds together - at a molecular level - metal, organic colour
pigment and glass to create a unique laminate. Crucially, tests on
samples as well as individual tiles of the constituents conducted
at the renowned Exova fire research laboratories have proved the
combination achieves an A2-s1-d0 rating: meaning it is not only
non-combustible, but generates the lowest possible levels of smoke
and flaming droplets.
Critically, unlike toughened ceramic glass, the fireproof laminate can
withstand repeated impacts without shattering or falling from its
mountings. And this resilience is also reflected in the bond strength
achieved with adhesives or framing gaskets when it forms part
of insulating spandrel panels; whereas other products frequently
allow argon and other gas filling for cavities to escape. Visually,
any spandrels or other panels produced from the revolutionary new
composite are totally flat, with the colour process offering a vibrant
and totally consistent quality.
The finish is also fully opaque and remains UV stable. Such is the
superiority of the glass composite’s performance that it is already
being used in ventilated rainscreen and full curtain wall applications,
while a number of social landlords have already begun specifying it
to replace standard spandrel panels.
Subsequent to the duty of care incumbent on specifiers, the onus
must then be placed on the project team, in particular the main
contractor, to ensure that no product substitution takes place
without the alternative being stringently validated; if necessary by
repeating independent testing. This is the approach which was
established by the Association of Chief Police Officers in relation to
Secure by Design doorsets, and can be considered even more vital
in the case of fire safety.
For further information, please contact Chromatics Glass Ltd, 01904
439187, or visit www.chromaticsglass.com

GrandView
30 Island Gateway Is Ferry, Ferry Nice
www.geze.co.uk
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Stairwells were also fitted with Slimchain drives alongside
GEZE OL Line manual opening systems to enable natural
smoke and heat ventilation if required, and to give additional
natural ventilation.
Beneath the glazed western elevation are two automatic
swing doors to either side. These are powered by GEZE
Slimdrive EMD-F operators - electro-mechanical drives that
are extremely versatile, providing easy access for those with
mobility issues. They provide power assisted opening and

Island
Gateway
Is Ferry,
Ferry
Nice

A new ferry terminal, created as a tourism and community
gateway to the Isle of Arran, has been fitted from stem to
stern with products supplied by GEZE UK.
The stunning development is part of a £30 million
investment intended to upgrade the harbour, make it fit
for 21st century travel and enhance passenger experience.
The terminal, designed by architects, Norr of Glasgow,
is ship-shaped – following the traditional lines of a sea
bearing vessel and is clad in sandstone. It proudly sits near
the water’s edge and is filled with natural light that pours
through a wall of windows fitted to the ‘stern’ of its west
elevation which are operated by 30 GEZE Slimchain drives.
They provide the light and spacious feel to the building’s
main entrance which opens out into a reception area. The
Slimchain drives a natural ventilation system facilitated
by a GEZE MBZ 300 two-zone control panel, which is
integrated into the terminal’s building management
system (BMS).

These have been placed throughout the two-storey
building including in the departure lounge, alongside
the GEZE Powerchain drives on the upper vents that
were chosen to operate the larger windows. The lounge
benefits from a double-height room with stunning views
across Brodick Bay.

From the main entrance, accessed by its pass doors, a glazed
corridor leads to a bi-parting sliding door powered by a GEZE
Slimdrive SL NT operator, which leads into the foyer of the
main reception area.
With a height of just 7cm – Slimdrive SL NTs are almost
invisible, virtually silent in operation and can move leaf
weights of up to 125kg. They are ideal for buildings with high
levels of footfall and a continuous flow of people heading in
and out of the building. GEZE UK worked closely with CMS
Enviro Systems which installed the products for the project.
Asset owners – Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL)
– together with Transport Scotland, North Ayrshire Council,
Strathclyde Partnership for Transport and the Coastal
Communities Fund, invested to upgrade the facility. The
previous infrastructure was constructed in the early 1970s
and had reached the end of its serviceable life. The new
facilities will accommodate growing numbers of car and
passenger traffic travelling to the island.

can be initiated using the operating button with guaranteed
constant opening and closing speed.
At just 7cm high, the Slimdrive EMD-F operators are extremely
discreet and sit neatly on the door frame. They offer a lowwear, hi-performance system which is exceptionally quiet in
operation.
A further Slimdrive EMD-f was fitted to one of the side
elevations of the building.

The redevelopment includes a longer and deeper, twoberth pier and airport-style gangway – safer for passengers
boarding and disembarking vessels. Land has been reclaimed
to provide improved parking and traffic marshalling areas. =
The terminal itself incorporates 1328 sq metres of space and
has capacity for 400 passengers.
Andy Howland, GEZE UK’s director of sales and marketing,
said: “This was a fascinating project with which to be involved.
Many GEZE products were used throughout the build and
much thought was given from the outset to making this an
intelligent functional building geared up for the future, whilst
embracing the natural environment in which it sits.”
For more information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive range
of automatic and manual door closers call 01543 443000 or
visit www.geze.co.uk
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Condair
Expands
Dehumidifier
Range

Humidity control specialist, Condair, has extended
its dehumidifier range to include more desiccant
models, wall and ceiling-mounted systems, units
that control temperature as well as humidity, and
swimming pool units.
Tim Scott, head of sales at Condair plc, comments,
“Having successfully launched Condair dehumidifiers
to the UK market just a few years ago, it is very
exciting to be able to further strengthen our
portfolio of dehumidification systems. Condair
now boasts one of the most extensive ranges of
dehumidifiers available from a single supplier, as well
as offering fully customised solutions for unusual
projects or extreme control. Whatever application,
capacity or humidity level is needed, Condair has the
dehumidifier to perfectly meet the requirement.”
The new Condair DA desiccant dehumidifier range
now includes capacities from 0.6 to 182 litres per
hour (@20°C/60%RH) from its standard models
with customized units being able to meet any
larger drying requirement. Features include the
ability to operate down to -30°C and consistently
maintain an air humidity as low 1%RH. Units can
incorporate on-board touch screen controllers and
BMS connectivity, with Modbus as standard. AC or
EC fans are available and are positioned in a push
configuration prior to the desiccant rotor on the
regeneration airflow. This avoids contact between
the fan and the hot humid exhaust air, prolonging
the life of the fan.
Condair’s new wall-mounted condensing
dehumidifier range offers attractive in-room units
with a sleek, minimalistic design. Alternatively, wall-

mounted systems can be remotely located in a room
adjacent to the area being dehumidified. Humid
air is circulated to the dehumidifier and dry air fed
back to the room via ducting through the wall. New
ceiling-mounted models enable installers to either
integrate the unit in a suspended ceiling system or
simply fix it overhead to avoid taking up floor space.
All of these new fixed condensing systems are
available in standard capacities from 49 to 190 L/D
(@30°C/80%RH).
For applications that need very tight control over
temperature as well as humidity, the Condair DC-N
dehumidifier will deliver dry process air as well as
cooling to an area or duct. It incorporates a remotely
located compressor unit to dissipate heat generated
during the dehumidification process, similar to a split
air conditioning system. Dehumidifying capacities
range from 263 to 940 L/D (@30°C/80%RH) and
cooling outputs from 13 to 43kW.
To complete Condair’s range of dehumidifiers,
swimming pool models are now available that
incorporate a range of features specifically for pool
areas. Heat exchangers recover thermal energy from
the supply air and the dehumidification process,
which can either be introduced to the dry air being
returned to the pool area or used to heat the pool
water. Condair’s swimming pool dehumidification
systems can also introduce outside fresh air to help
improve the internal atmosphere. Units are offered
in free-standing, wall-mounted, ceiling mounted,
in-room or in-duct and in capacities up to 940L/D
(@30°C/80%RH). www.condair.co.uk
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Installer Hails ‘Modern Method Of
Underfloor Heating’
A Southwest based plumbing and heating
contractor has expressed his belief that
underfloor heating systems can not only deliver
optimum energy efficiency, in tandem with
renewables or conventional boilers, but also that
they can be simple to install and – crucially –
respond as quickly as radiators.
Trowbridge based Lee McClurg Plumbing
Limited works mainly in the domestic sector
and has completed more than 50 properties for
award winning developer, Ashford Homes using
OMNIE’s TorFloor system.
In its most recent project involving the use
of OMNIE underfloor heating, Lee McClurg
Plumbing installed both the ClipPlate system
across the beam-and-block ground floor
construction and the TorFloor system, fitted
directly across a first floor structure of the widely
used metal web joists. Thus demonstrating the
compatibility of the manufacturer’s portfolio
with Modern Methods of Construction.
The work centred on the Preston Leigh, a
development of six luxury detached properties being built by Ashford Homes (South-Western), close to the centre of Cirencester,
a historic market town just a few miles from the Cotswold Water Park. Each of the high specification homes offers five
bedrooms and three bathrooms, along with excellent occupant comfort from the gas fired heating. Lee McClurg commented:
“We have installed a variety of underfloor heating systems in the past, but found the OMNIE TorFloor to be the best available,
because it is so straightforward and it really works. Normally the housebuilder’s carpenters install the TorFloor Panels directly
across the floor joists which saves having to lay chipboard flooring first. Then one person can fit the heating pipe directly into
the routed channels, using a de-coiler and because you only have a thin layer of plywood between the pipe and the carpet the
room warms up really rapidly. “
“I did actually have one of OMNIE’s technical reps come on site to run through the installation and commissioning procedure
once, but it is so easy we have just got on with it since then, following the layout drawings and, in this case, connecting back
to seven and eight- port Precision-Flo manifolds. While the Preston Leigh properties are fitted with gas boilers, I have installed
OMNIE underfloor heating with an air source heat pump, for which it is an ideal means of heat delivery. For difficult situations it
is the best UFH system by a country mile!” www.omnie.co.uk

LG Launches Therma V R32 Monobloc

Stelrad Radiators Chosen For Girls School

LG has introduced the new LG Therma V R32 Monobloc air to water
heat pump range – the first full range of R32 Monobloc heat pumps
available in the UK. LG has developed a high quality, air to water heat
pump range over many years under
its Therma V branding. Thousands
of these units have been installed
up and down the country. The latest
introduction to its popular range,
operating on the low GWP R32
refrigerant available in 5kW to 16kW
1Ø and 12kW to 16kW 3Ø, in a wide
operating range of between 10135Hz and water temperatures up
to 65°C without an electric backup
heater, is the LG Therma V R32 Monobloc range. It comes with an
energy label rating of A+++ - ready for September 2019 ERP changes.
The unit has excellent performance at low ambient temperatures –
100% at -7°C.
LG units offer quicker response times for the provision of heating and
cooling, by sensing not only the temperature but also pressure – a
pressure control sensor provides a faster and more accurate response,
reducing the time delay for implementing heating or cooling commands
significantly. Visit partner.lge.com/uk

Stelrad's Vita Plan and Vita Ultra radiators have been installed in
the corridors, bathrooms and bedrooms of two boarding houses in
Roedean School near Brighton. The Vita Plan and Vita Ultra designs
have grown in popularity since their launch and are particularly
popular in new
build housing
developments and
as a replacement
radiator design
in schools, public
buildings and
heating replacement
projects in
residential and
commercial
buildings. You
can find out more
about the Vita Plan and Vita Ultra and the wide range of designs
available at www.stelrad.com. You can call for further information
on 0844 543 6200 or email marketing@stelrad.com. You can follow
Stelrad on Twitter @Stelrad or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
StelradLimited.

Rinnai Hot Water
Infinity 1600
Low–Nox Units &
Systems Making
Economic Sense
For Commercial &
Domestic Sites

Rinnai, the UK’s leading manufacturer of the
ErP A-rated Infinity range of continuous flow
condensing gas fired water heaters, delivers
the most energy efficient range of low-NOx
hot water heating units currently available to
the UK end user.
The company’s low-NOx Infinity HDC 1600e
external wall mounted unit (together with the
interior HDC 1600i version) utilises Rinnai’s
patented pre-mix burner technology with
a 14-1 turn down ratio – the largest on the
market – of 58.4kw-4.05kw and is extremely
quiet in operation.
Integral controls on the units enable the
water heater to achieve high efficiencies
whether locally or integrated into a building
management system. In reducing Legionella
proliferation, Rinnai has developed additional
‘SMART’ controls for secondary return
DHW systems in the form of an advanced
temperature control system which allows
for safe running of water at 42°C core
temperature during the day and 60°C when
a building is closed. By the time the building
reopens, core temperature is 42°C for safe
use.
Another Rinnai innovation addresses an ageold industry problem with hot water delivery lime scale build-up. The company’s integrated
scale control system is an innovative solution
and comes in the form of an LC (lime check)
code on the display of the controller.
The system helps to ensure the performance
and efficiency of Rinnai’s 1600, and, all of
its continuous flow water heaters installed
in hard water areas. Almost all water-fed
appliances, including plate heat exchangers,
boilers and water heaters will, over time
accumulate scale deposits in hard water areas.

Ultimately, ongoing use with hard water
may shorten the lifespan of conventional
water heating appliances and systems. To
safeguard against this Rinnai units continually
self-monitor for lime scale deposits around
the heat exchanger. If a lime scale build-up
is identified, a message is sent to the built-in
interface panel on the front of the appliance.
The message is displayed as ‘LC’, which alerts
the end user to contact a Rinnai service
agent to perform a lime scale flush to clear
the potentially harmful deposits. This avoids
and eliminates the adverse effects associated
with lime scale build up, including lower
energy efficiencies and potential product degeneration.
The industry uptake on Rinnai’s series of
low-NOx high efficiency products is that
continuous flow heater systems are proven
to be more energy efficient than conventional
storage systems and are increasingly the
experts’ preferred method of hot water
provision. Rinnai units easily cater for any size
projects that need high volumes of water at
intermittent times of day.
The Rinnai Infinity 1600e/i offers condensing
technology with up to 107% gross efficiency,
ultra-low-NOx of less than 20 ppm, a widely
expansive modulation range of 54kW-4kW
and high flow rates of 37/ltr/min. Add to
these benefits are the peace of mind of an
extended warranty, a top A-rating exceeding
the demands of eco-labelling legislation,
the flexibility of external wall mounting and
delivery to site with all relevant accessories
and the knowledge that the HDC1600 is
future-proofed against future regulatory and
legislative changes.
For more information on the RINNAI product
range visit www.rinnaiuk.com
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Warm Welcome At The
National Army Museum
JS Air Curtains has supplied two Zen air curtains for
the recently refurbished National Army Museum in
Chelsea, London, to provide a warm welcome to
visitors in its reception foyer and gift shop. The air
curtains seal the entrances while the doors are open
with an invisible barrier of air, preventing cold air
entering in the winter and cool air escaping in the
summer.
The Zen air curtain was selected to architecturally fit
in with the design of the interior and, in the case of
the foyer, match the colour of the doorway.
The Zen air curtain is offered with front and rear
panels that can be made in a variety of materials
and colours, and can even incorporate signs and
elements such as clocks, lighting or digital displays.
This makes the model a very popular choice for architects and designers. At the National Army Museum, the Zen above the main entrance
was supplied in a matching RAL colour while the shop had the standard finish. The units are available in a choice of sizes from 1.0m to 2.5m in
0.5m increments and can be mounted horizontally above the doorway or vertically to the side, with the possibility of joining two or more units
together to cover wide entrances.
Heating can be via electric or LPHW, as was the case at the National Army Museum, or it can be supplied without heating as an air only model.
Low noise, double inlet centrifugal fans with external rotor motors can provide up to 2,7000m³/h of airflow per metre of air curtain (as tested
to Amca 220-05) making the Zen ideal for doorways up to 4.2m high. A manual controller is included as standard alongside 7m of telephonic
cable with RJ45 (Plug & Play) connectors and a hand-held infra-red remote. The National Army Museum selected an optional advanced
‘‘Clever’’ controller to regulate the air curtains as it includes a temperature sensor that automatically adapts to the entrance conditions.
www.jsaircurtains.com.

PAC Is A Tower Of Strength At Sutton Point
Located in south-west London on the site of a former office block, Sutton Point is
a cutting edge, mixed use development that features contemporary apartments
surrounded by a diverse range of amenities.
In order to provide residents with the highest level of security, access control
technology from PAC, part of Stanley Products & Solutions Group, has been installed
in key areas of the complex. Harrow-based security systems and building technology
integrator, Interphone Limited, was appointed to design, specify and install a fullyintegrated security system.
This included an optical fibre infrastructure, door entry, networked CCTV, an
integrated reception system (IRS), and access control. The access control technology
needed to integrate seamlessly with all other elements of the security system, so it
was essential for Interphone to have highly responsive working relationships in place
with its key technology partners.
Easily configured to operate on a standalone PC or across a corporate network,
SecureNet displays detailed real-time event information, including alarms, as they
occur across a facility. At Sutton Point, it is configured to enable all management
tasks related to the tenants and staff to be administered from a central computer, as
and when required, ensuring the highest level of security around the site and added
peace of mind.
PAC technology has been used to secure 73 non-residential doors across the
site including hallways, communal areas and cycle stores. Also in-situ are PAC’s
high frequency (HF) OPS™ MIFARE® DESFire® EV1 readers, which have been
independently tested to meet Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 128-bit
compliance – a standard recognised as being ultra-secure.
This further reduces the risk of token cloning through the use of unauthorised
duplication machines. The PAC system enables incidents to be dealt with quickly
and PAC will continue to work closely with Interphone to ensure the system is fully
operational 24/7. www.pacgdx.com

Air
Curtains
By
Design

Architects and consultants can now enjoy a freehand with
air curtain design thanks to the Zen from JS Air Curtains.
Fascia panels can be custom made in many different
materials, screen printed to carry logos or images, and
manufactured to incorporate elements such as clocks and
LED displays.
Materials designers have specified on custom Zen fascias
range from stainless steel, wood, PU leather, high impact
polystyrene and PET, each chosen to perfectly match the
architecture of the entrance. As the fascias can also be
provided with vinyl graphics, fire exit signs and illuminated
3D lettering, the possibilities are limited only by the
designer´s imagination.
A “visual installation service”, by JS Air Curtains, allows a
designer to preview their creations with a realistic digital
mock-up of the air curtain in-situ using an image of the
entrance supplied by the client.
The Zen air curtain is supplied as standard with anodized
aluminium fascia panels and a galvanised steel central
structure finished in black forge; other RAL colours
available on request. The unit can be mounted on brackets
or drop rods horizontally above doorways up to 4.2m
high to seal the entrance with an invisible barrier of air.
This helps prevent cold air entering in the winter and cool
conditioned air escaping in the summer.
The air curtain is easy to install and available in 0.5m
lengths from 1 to 2.5m with the option to join units to

cover very wide entrances, making it ideal for use in shops,
restaurants, hotels and public buildings.
Heating can be via LPHW, electric or heat pump or
alternatively the Zen is available as an air only, non-heated
air curtain. Low noise, double-inlet centrifugal fans provide
up to 2,700m3/h of airflow per metre of air curtain, with an
option for an energy saving EC model. The discharge grille
and air intake are in the same plane on the air outlets,
so that the air flows through the unit in a straight line,
creating a more powerful throw and a tighter seal across
an entrance.
The Zen air curtain is supplied, as standard, with a manual
controller with five fan speeds with three heater stages on
electrically heated models. Seven metres of control cable
and an infrared hand-held remote are included. The unit
can also be connected to a BMS using protocol Modbus
RTU.
A variety of different sensor and switch options can
be combined with the Zen’s controllers, including door
switches, so the unit only operates when the door is open,
time switches, so the units activate during certain hours,
and room thermostats, so a constant internal temperature
can be maintained.
JS Air Curtains, the UK’s leading air curtain specialist,
supply an extensive range of air curtains for all commercial
and industrial applications. You can find out more by
visiting the company’s website at www.jsaircurtains.com.
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SE Controls
Helps
Protect
Passengers
At The
World’s
Longest
Sea Bridge
Terminal

Image by permission of HZMB

The passenger clearance building (PCB) at the world’s
longest combined sea bridge and tunnel is using
smoke vents and failsafe linear actuators from SE
Controls Asia to help protect passengers and officials
by ensuring escape routes are kept clear of smoke
should a fire occur in the 90,000 sq.mtr structure.
Designed by Aedas (Hong Kong) in collaboration
with Rogers Stirk Harbour & Partners (RSHP) and
opened in late 2018, the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao
Bridge (HZMB) is 34 miles (55 km) long and spans
two channels of the Pearl River Delta to join Macao
and Hong Kong with mainland China at Zhuhai in its
southern Guangdong province.
In addition to the three cable stayed bridges, the
nine year long building project also included the
construction of a 4 mile (7 km) sub-sea tunnel and
four artificial islands, as well as the two-storey PCB,
which houses retail units, food and beverage outlets
visitor centre, as well as the ground floor arrival hall
and the first floor departure hall.
The PCB is part of the port area, which is constructed
on an artificial island of around 150 hectares that has
been reclaimed from open waters while the terminal’s
undulating modular roof design and glazed curtain
walled structure allows plenty of natural light and
fresh air to enter the building.
As part of the wide range of sustainable construction
methods and energy efficient technologies used in the
building, it is also capable of generating much of its
own energy and water.

The smoke control system is equally advanced and
incorporates almost 2,000 smoke vents into the
design. These are located in three individual zones
to give greater control over the ventilations system,
which enables escape routes to be kept free of smoke
if a fire should occur.
Every smoke vent in the PCB is operated by two
SE Controls SEPO pneumatic gas / spring failsafe
actuators, which are equipped with a locking catch. In
the event of a fire the system automatically opens the
vents to release smoke and heat from the building,
but is also designed to operate even if a failure should
occur in either the mains power or pneumatic system.
If either were to fail, the actuators automatically
default to the open position and lock the smoke vent
fully open until the situation has been remedied,
which complies with the requirements of the Hong
Kong Fire Service Department.
Alex Luk, SE Controls Asia Pacific Director, has been
involved in a wide range successful and high profile
projects throughout Hong Kong and China. He
explained: “The sheer scale of the HZMB project is
astonishing and required new technological solutions
to be found in many areas during its planning design
and construction.”
He added: “The unique design, layout and structure
of the Passenger Clearing Building enabled us to
engineer the complete system and by using different
smoke control technologies, the system is fully
integrated life safety solution dedicated to this
particular build.”
www.secontrols.com

Aico 3000 Series CO Alarm For Exceptional Protection

Flexconsole Aids Expansion Tank Mounting

The Ei3018 mains powered Carbon Monoxide Alarm from Aico brings
together the company’s very latest technologies into one alarm for
exceptional protection. At the heart of the Ei3018 Carbon Monoxide
Alarm is Aico’s high performance, proven electrochemical Carbon
Monoxide sensor
which has a ten
year life. It is
pre-calibrated and
tested in Carbon
Monoxide gas to
ensure accuracy.
The Ei3018 comes
with a number
of sophisticated
features including
AudioLINK data
extraction and
SmartLINK wireless
interconnection
& whole system
data monitoring
capability. Aico’s
multiple award winning AudioLINK data extraction technology enables
real time alarm data to be extracted directly to a smartphone or tablet
via an App which creates an Alarm Status Report. It identifies any
issues enabling action to be taken immediately, which is effective for
tenant safety and in reducing the cost of return visits to a property.
AudioLINK also aids compliance for landlords, providing proof that
alarms are working at the start of a new tenancy and with annual Gas
Safety Checks.
www.aico.co.uk/3000series

Flamco's Flexconsole Plus contains a mounting
bracket for an expansion vessel, a Flexvent
auto air vent, a Prescor pressure relief valve
and a pressure gauge. Installer Glen Wakeling
from HeatSpec, a Leicester based installation
company, has recently used the Flexconsole Plus
in a heating system installation in Leicestershire:
“It makes installation easier and quicker when
you can combine an expansion vessel, a PRV
and a pressure gauge in one hit. One of the key
advantages is that the expansion vessel can be
removed to service without draining down the system water. It offers
a generally much neater install and offers a decent time saving from
installation and servicing. ” www.flamco.co.uk

ESi - Heating Controls For All Homes
ESi offers a range of programmers that
enables the installer to comply with Part
L of the Building Regulations, providing
separate timed heating control for
living and sleeping zones in a home,
whilst also providing timed control
of hot water. The ESi range offers 24
Hour/5/2 day and 7 day programming
options for each channel. And these
programmers also feature a “Landlord”
option to encourage social housing
and private tenants to allow access for
annual maintenance. Take a closer look
at www.esicontrols.co.uk

York Hospital Again Chooses Rinnai Hot Water
Heating Units For Upgrade
Clifton Park Hospital in York, advised by A J Gastech - has chosen Rinnai
to upgrade its hot water heating system to meet the increasing demand
whilst staying economically and environmentally efficient. The new water
heating system features 3 Rinnai HDC 1200i plus a 500 litre cylinder.
A Rinnai HD50i looked after the hot water demand for 10 years, without
missing a beat, but due to expansion at the hospital a new bespoke
system was required. The decision was taken to upgrade to more energy
efficient condensing hot water heaters and incorporate the 500 litre
storage vessel to give the hospital a means of dealing with peak hour
demands.
The heating engineer contractors, A J Gastech, were given just a 14
hour window in which to remove the existing system and replace it
with the new one. The Rinnai HDC 1200i continuous model guarantees
unparalleled levels of efficiency and hot water delivery for the end user
whilst streamlining installations and guaranteeing future regulatory
compliance.
This precision engineered water heating unit can also be combined as
multiple units into one single, easy to handle module. Both HDC1200 internal and external models turn in a market
leading energy performance of 107% net efficiency and offer superlative ranges of modulation as the system’s
internal analytical system can modulate the burner range from 54kw to 2.4kw. The Rinnai HDC 1200i is engineered
for minimal energy wastage and maximum energy performance.
Any number of modules can be manifolded, so the water handling capacity is truly infinite and there is no risk of the
‘cascade’ of hot water ever running out. The manifolded 1200i units can be delivered direct to site in one complete,
easy to manage package and at a very competitive price. For the end user this guarantees considerable cost savings
over other forms of hot water generation. The relatively compact footprint of all Rinnai units and systems means it
can optimise plant room space and safeguard accessibility for maintenance and servicing. www.rinnaiuk.com
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a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate
all types of buildings and budgets

Sustainable House Benefits From Copper Rainwater System
If you want a natural looking and eco-friendly rainwater system then
Copper gutters and down pipes from the Yeoman Rainguard range, as
chosen by the owners of a charming detached residence in North Yorkshire,
are the solution.
With solar panels already in place the proprietors were keen to extend their
sustainable ideas to a new rainwater system choosing a copper product
for its natural attributes. Yeoman Rainguard 125 x 70mm copper half
round gutters along with 80mm dia. downpipes were expertly fitted to the
property by local contractor Robertson Building & Roofing Ltd of York.
Over time the bright finish will darken through natural oxidisation to,
eventually, a beautiful green patina. This attractive finish looks perfect
against natural stone, timber and red brick facades. The finish is not only
pleasing to the eye but gives copper gutters and downpipes their own selfmanufactured defence to corrosion, meaning a low maintenance lifecycle
of over 50 years.
A copper rainwater system is also a perfect choice for those, as in this case,
wanting to harvest rainwater because it is a natural biocide which prevents
the build-up of algae.
“We are very happy with what Yeoman Rainguard have supplied us and
look forward to the system giving us many years of maintenance free
service.” commented the house owner. For more information on copper
rainwater systems go to www.rainguard.co.uk

Daylighting Takes Off At Heathrow
Curtainwall Engineers and Kalwall distributor
Structura has recently completed a challenging but
fascinating ‘replace and refurbishment’ project at
Heathrow’s T4. Replacing ageing glass rooflights
originally installed in the
1980’s, 1750 square
metres of Kalwall Skyroof
cladding is being used
above the Terminal’s
International Departure
Lounge and checkin desks. Fully ASAID
compliant with regards
to blast performance,
Kalwall improves the solar
control and insulation
to the space below. In this project, its inherent
strength in a lightweight frame means the existing
substrate could be adapted and reused - saving
£7m in project costs and more than a year from the build programme.
The whole retrofit was completed externally in ‘engineering hours’ using a bespoke moving scaffold, meaning there was no disruption to
the inside of the building. Kalwall offers complete line-of-sight protection, maintaining privacy for the security screening area and departure
lounges while bathing the interior with diffused daylighting, regardless of the weather. Apart from providing the visual protection, its
inherent strength and heavy-duty impact resistance make it ideal for secure locations such as this. It offers the highest protection in terms
of wind-borne debris and resistance to impact, abrasion and point loads. Not only is it also safe to walk on but Kalwall achieves S:AA (BS 476
part 3) and Broof(t4) to EN 13501 part 5 for external fire performance.
The exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV resistant, self-cleaning surface. This means that normal rainfall helps to keep the surface
free of dust and dirt while at the same time retaining its original colour during the weathering process. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,
available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk

Aluminium

GRP

Cast Iron

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel

w w w. r a i n g u a r d . c o . u k
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New ‘Hero’ Furniture Range Offers Style,
Function And Sustainability For All Seasons
Plaswood has launched a range of picnic tables called
‘Hero’ that twin style with sustainability to help transform
external spaces with elegant but durable statement
furniture. The new, lighter weight range of Plaswood
tables is made from 100% recycled plastic and boasts a
unique new design that allows for easier assembly with a
semi-fabricated option.
The new range reduces manufacturing offcuts waste
by a whopping 90% making the furniture even more
sustainable whilst providing landscape professionals, local
authority specifiers, garden centres, builder’s merchant
buyers and outdoor hospitality managers with a product
that is re-made with the environment in mind. Hence the name ‘Hero’ range.
The new range also taps into the rising trend across the UK and mainland Europe for more outdoor entertainment and communal public spaces. The
Hero tables maximise flexibility, coming in elegant rectangular or curvaceous circular forms, including playful touches such as activity table tops for
children. The series has a clean design ethos and stylish finishing.
The family of furniture includes: an adult and junior size picnic table, activity top tables, a round family size picnic table and a wheelchair access
table.
Plaswood has proved its pioneering flair with this latest range. All items come fully or semi-assembled and can be fabricated in three easy steps. The
round picnic table, for example, is now available part assembled, reducing the amount of space required for transportation from four to one pallet
space. The wheelchair access table is also available semi-assembled at a competitive price.
Plaswood’s second life products support and develop the circular economy whilst promoting plastic recycling. Products made from Plaswood require
no annual maintenance, painting or chemical treatment prior to installation or during its long-life time, and does not leach chemicals, rot or splinter.
www.plaswoodgroup.com

Electrical Energy Power And Its
Importance To Infrastructure
For economies to grow, it is critical there is a suitable energy infrastructure
in place. Civil Engineers, Architects, and Urban Planners are all continuously
developing towns, cities and urban spaces making them safer, more
appealing places to be in. In order to meet growing economic and social
demands, a first-class electrical supply is needed to power such change. Pop
Up Power Supplies® supply a range of innovative and practical retractable
service units that supply a stable, effective electrical power source for
outdoor spaces.
The power units can be designed and integrated into outdoor spaces, which
provide electrical outlets for market stalls, food kiosks, lighting and irrigation
systems in sports stadiums, outdoor stands in leisure facilities and much
more. They provide a safe, convenient power supply for outdoor stalls and
kiosks, and eliminate the need for traditional power supplies e.g. petrol
generators.
Pop Up Power Supplies® Retractable Service Units are replacing more
traditional power supplies such as petrol generators which often pose
dangers to nearby pedestrians in the form of tripping hazards or even
electrocution due to the exposed power units. Pop Up Power Supplies®
supply a range of Pop Up Power Units, In Ground Units and Power Bollards
which provide a safe source of electricity. They can be raised and lowered
conveniently by market traders, so can be lowered back into the ground when not needed.
In Ground Units provide a reliable, safe power source with the lids locked down. Simply, when a power supply is needed the lids are opened using
a key (supplied) which reveals several power points. Just plug in and then close and lock the lids and trail the wire out to a nearby stall or kiosk
safely. Power Bollards provide an outdoor electricity supply in elegant street furniture format, and provide a robust, stylish design to house an
electrical supply for outdoor stalls. Pop Up Power Supplies® supply a range of retractable service units which provide a safe power supply to town
centres across the UK. www.popuppower.co.uk

Hauraton
Drainage
Systems At
Bonus Arena
- Hull Venue

Built on brown-field land located on the edge of
the main shopping district in Hull and adjacent to
Princes Quay, the Bonus Arena – Hull Venue and
its associated multi storey car park were opened
in August 2018. The £36 million development
progresses the legacy of the social and economic
impact generated by Hull’s 2017 UK City of Culture
status.
The Arena, designed by AFL Architects, is a
state-of-the-art music and events complex with a
flexible capacity of up to 3,500 people. The facility
can provide a venue for concerts or corporate
conferences in an 800 seat auditorium. A 2000m²
adaptable space can be utilised for sporting events
or exhibitions and trade shows.
Surrounding the Bonus Arena is a public realm laid
with grey stone paving and landscaped by re-form
Landscape Architecture Limited with trees, lawns,
flowerbeds and permanent stone seating.
An effective surface water drainage system was
essential to ensure all weather access to the venue.
140 metres of Hauraton RECYFIX® PRO 100 channels
with FIBRETEC® heel-safe gratings were chosen for
the job which blended well with the stone paving
and would resist damage from applied grit rock salt
in freezing weather.

The material, PA-GF used to make the FIBRETEC®
grating, was especially developed by Hauraton;
the tough, UV resistant, fibre reinforced moulding
offers high stability and huge strength for its weight.
Complying with loading category Class C250 (BSEN
1433) the grating can easily take the weight of
commercial delivery vehicles.
The design is a real innovation as its non-corrosive
material provides a visually appealing surface finish
that retains its colour. The slots are super smooth,
elliptical openings with the moulded bars having
slightly raised triangular bosses along their outside
edges. As well as providing an elegant appearance,
the feature ensures surface water is directed into
the slots.
The RECYFIX® channel component is made from
100% recycled PP. The PRO 100 model is factory
fitted with the FIBRETEC® grating and only weighs
4.6kg, so the unit was easy to handle and quickly
installed on site.
For more product information
go to www.hauraton.com .
For other Case Studies go to
www.drainage-projects.co.uk .
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Levolux Balconies Impress At Bakers Quay
Provender is a new residential development at Bakers Quay in
Gloucester, which benefits from a host of appealing features,
including a large private lobby, an on-site cafe and restaurant, and
a custom balcony solution from Levolux. The Provender building
provides 47 one and two bed luxury apartments, arranged across
four upper floors. All
apartments benefit from
premium fixtures and
fittings, while most of
them also boast generous
balconies offering panoramic
views.
Levolux was invited to
design, manufacture and
install 44 balconies for the
Provender building. Each
rectangular-shaped balcony
starts with custom first-fix
steel brackets. The brackets
are designed to allow preassembled balconies to be
quickly and easily bolted onto the building. Levolux’s innovative ‘bolt-on’ balcony design takes account of project specific requirements. Site
access and storage restrictions are easily accommodated, while use of cranes and other specialist lifting equipment is minimised. Levolux’s
dedicated balcony assembly centre has enough capacity to satisfy ‘just-in-time’ delivery requirements for multiple large projects.
Typically, balconies are delivered to site complete with facias, soffits and decking boards and with an integrated glass carrier.
Once on-site, Levolux finishes the balconies with frameless glass balustrading, before they are lifted and carefully secured to the building.
All balconies meet stringent quality and safety standards, with CE compliant structural steelwork and heat toughened and heat soak tested,
laminated glass for complete peace of mind. The 22mm thick frameless glass balustrading is topped with a polished stainless-steel handrail.
www.levolux.com

Energy Consultant Selects
Thermoblock For Forever
Family Home
When the founder of the Complete
Energy Consultancy set about
designing a brand new home for
himself and his family, he identified
Marmox Thermoblock as the
ideal means of tackling thermal
bridging around the floor/wall
junction of the near-to-zero carbon
construction solution.
Not only will the Cotswold Stone
clad walls offer a U-value of 0.1 W/
m2K, but the dwelling’s hot water and negligible space heating needs will be met using a ground source heat pump. In erecting the
walls, locally based MH Bricklaying is consuming a total of 184, 100mm x 600mm Thermoblocks, laid at the base of the 100 mm thick
dense concrete blockwork outer leaf. This is separated from a similar inner leaf by a 300mm wide blown-bead filled cavity.
Also, due to being supported off a concrete beam-and-block floor construction, the internal block walls will require a further 34 of
the 140mm wide units. As a loadbearing composite product, Thermoblock has been developed to be incorporated into various wall
constructions as a horizontal layer, equivalent to a course of bricks, in order to address a critical area of heat loss, thereby reducing
energy bills and making a significant contribution to SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) calculations. Each length of Thermoblock
is comprised of ultra-high performance XPS insulation, encapsulating miniature columns of concrete, while the top and bottom are
covered by alkali resistant glass-fibre mesh, retaining a surface of fibre reinforced polymer concrete to facilitate bonding.
The concrete columns have a very low conductivity so do not present thermal bridges themselves and when coupled with the highly
insulating XPS insulation core, a combined thermal conductivity of 0.47W/mK is achieved. www.marmox.co.uk

Yeoman
Rainguard
Perfect For
Old Chapel
Cottage

Originally a Methodist Chapel built in 1841, now
converted to a home, The Old Chapel Cottage
boasts both charming traditional local architecture
and stunning views over Nidderdale, an area of
outstanding beauty in North Yorkshire.

Finished in a durable black textured polyester powder
coating, the new gutters, downpipes and accessories
not only have a heritage look that complements the
character of the cottage but offer a maintenance free
lifecycle of 30 years or more.

When the current owners, Mr & Mrs Simpson,
moved into the property they were keen to improve
certain aspects of the cottage which included the
replacement of the old dis-coloured and worn PVC
gutters and downpipes along with the rotting timber
fascia.

The Rotting timber fascia was replaced with Yeoman
Rainguard “N Type” fascia board, manufactured from
GRP – glass reinforced polyester – it’s flexible and
lightweight with exceptionally hard wearing, strong
properties. Supplied in black to partner with the
rainwater goods, this smart looking product will again
give a life expectancy of 30 years plus.

Wanting to replace these empathetically and in
keeping with the age and location of the property,
the Simpsons sourced Yeoman Rainguard’s products
after a visit to their stand at the Homebuilding &
Renovating Show in Harrogate.
Yeoman Rainguard 130 x 100mm deep flow XL
Aluminium gutters were installed on the cottage and
adjoining garage to accommodate the water flow
rates from the pitched roof. 75mm Dia. XL Aluminium
downpipes were added topped off with attractive
Motif cast aluminium rainwater hoppers.
Offering a bespoke design service Yeoman Rainguard
were able to accommodate some of the more unusual
off sets and projection configurations required to
ensure a perfect watertight rainwater system on this
project.

“When looking to update the rainwater goods
after the house purchase, we were keen to choose
something that would fit the look, age & character
of the building as well as be efficient & long
lasting. The team at Yeoman Rainguard helped us
to choose the right products & configuration for the
project. We also chose Yeoman Rainguard to perform
the installation and were delighted with both the
installation process and the result.” Helen & Mark
Simpson.
For more information on Yeoman Rainguard’s
rainwater systems go to www.rainguard.co.uk or call
0113 279 5854.
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Innovative Ancon Rebar Connectors Used In
Iconic Russian Skyscraper
Innovative and quick-to-install reinforcing bar couplers from Ancon
replace time-consuming lapped joints and minimise reinforcement
congestion in the gigantic concrete superstructure of Europe’s tallest
building; the 87-floor, 462m high helicoidal Lakhta Tower in St.
Petersburg.
The use of Ancon’s high-performance mechanical rebar coupling
systems also helped maintain build quality. By eliminating lapped
joints and hooked bar ends, Ancon’s couplers and headed anchors
allowed the wet concrete to flow more effectively through the
reinforcement grid during casting.
125,000 couplers, a combination of Ancon CXL threaded and MBT
bolted systems, are installed in the tower’s immense 3.6m thick
concrete foundation raft, where 32mm diameter reinforcement
is arranged in 15 layers. The raft’s construction registered as the
Guinness World Record’s largest-ever continuous concrete pour at
the time.
In the central cylindrical reinforced concrete core of the tower, the
innovative Ancon CXL Type B Couplers were used which are rotated
from one bar to the next to form the connection; ideal where rotating
long, heavy rebars into couplers would prove difficult.
Continuity of reinforcement between the concrete floor slabs and the
central core is achieved through rows of Ancon KSN threaded anchors
and Ancon CXL Coupler Boxes. Both continuity systems enabled
simple plain-faced formwork to be adopted throughout the build.
www.ancon.co.uk

Magply Boards Carry K-Rend Finish To
Complete Exclusive Surrey Housing
Developement
An exclusive residential development in Hambledon,
Surrey, is making use of 12mm Magply boards, supplied by
Elliotts Builders Merchants, as the carrier for a proprietary
sprayed render system, as one of the main exterior
finishes to a highly insulated structure based on the use of
Structural Insulated Panels or SIPS.
The project is being undertaken by Hawkesmore
Homes with OSP from Farnham being the architectural
consultancy responsible for the design work, while
Brighton based Fullers Plastering is providing a supply and
fit package for the exterior rendering.
The stylish three and four bedroom, two-storey properties
present a traditional outward appearance, with clay roof tiles above the elevations of handmade bricks and highly weatherproof K-Rend panels.
The latter is applied to the 12mm Magply modified MgO boards, screwed to 50x50mm timbers fixed at 600mm centres across the SIPs structure.
Significantly, the architect’s specifications leave the specialist sub-contractor free to utilise any render carrier board approved by the system
manufacturer.
Simon, the site foreman for Fullers Plastering, commented: “Our company covers a range of project types’ right along the South Coast and up
across London and we have employed a variety of carrier boards in the past. This is the second time I have used Magply, Fullers having made the
switch because it is an easier board to cut and fix, while it also takes the HP12 base coat very well. This is sprayed at a 4mm thickness and given
a notched finish before the reinforcement mesh is set in and then a second layer is applied and given a sponge finish before being left to cure for
14 days. That is then primed and given a TC 15, 1.5mm grain size K-Rend top coat.”
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render system, Magply boards are very moisture resistant thanks to their modified MgO
formulation that also represents an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood or OSB sheets. The production process
keeps the chlorine content to just 0.01%, enhancing long term durability, while Magply boards carry a variety of internationally recognised
accreditations. www.magply.co.uk

Rinnai
Delivers Hot
Water On
Demand At
Tŷ Coryton
Site For Orbis
Education &
Care In South
Wales

Rinnai continuous flow water heaters have been
installed on site at the Tŷ Coryton site of Orbis
Education & Care, an organisation dedicated to
providing specialist care for children, young people
and adults.
Orbis offers specialist schools, community homes,
respite care and community-based work-skills
services. This application of the Rinnai continuous
flow hot water heating products and systems
was at an accommodation/care home facility
containing 27 rooms with an extra-ordinary
demand of hot water, primarily due to the
frequency, timing and longevity of the use of
showers, baths and basins.
As such Rinnai provided five HDC 1500i continuous
flow water heaters, powered by Natural Gas,
which at peak can provide in excess of 5,000 l/
hr. The installed system included concentric flues
and a secondary return complete with expansion
vessels and valves to ensure G3 compliance.
Tŷ Coryton is set in extensive parkland on the
outskirts of Cardiff, in the friendly village of
Whitchurch with its cafes, restaurants, parks and
travel connections.
Tŷ Coryton offers a range of on and off-site
activities, encouraging the students to contribute
to and enjoy a sense of community. Whilst the
school offers an engaging and flexible curriculum
tailored to the learning needs of the individual,
the residential building is divided into separate
communal flats, each with separate bedrooms,
and with kitchen and lounge areas.
Each resident is encouraged to take an active role
in personalising their own bedrooms as well as
their collective communal spaces. With education,

care and in-house therapy teams linking closely
together, Tŷ Coryton offers a 24-hour waking
curriculum of learning, life skills and leisure.
The highly qualified and experienced team
supports children and young people with autism
and complex needs to develop key life skills in line
with their individual Behavioural Support Plan.
Orbis is an award-winning organisation providing
a blend of education and care with therapies
available including: speech and language;
occupational therapy; clinical psychology; positive
behavioural support; music therapy; psychiatry;
dietetics and complementary therapies.
Rinnai’s Infinity 1500i, which has been installed at
Tŷ Coryton offers greater benefits when compared
to an older style water heating system. There is
a focus on energy conservation at Orbis and the
1500i delivers with its 105% net efficiency and
market leading range of modulation (58kW –
2.4kW).
This increase in energy efficiency also translates
into economic savings, helping Orbis manage the
energy costs, especially in water and electricity,
two essential components needed for a water
heating system to operate.
The peak need for useable hot water at Tŷ Coryton
means that it needs a system that can meet and
provide continuous hot water, effortlessly, whilst
controlling overall costs.
The Rinnai Infinity HDC1500 range is smaller,
more compact in its design, and can be fitted
either internally, or externally. If the Infinity 1500e
is fitted externally, it comes with appropriate
weather proofing which provides the required
protection to ensure consistent, long life working
efficiency. www.rinnaiuk.com
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Helifix Structural Repairs Reinstate Arches At Historic
Ally Pally
Safe Access For The New Albukhary
Foundation Gallery Of The Islamic World
Bilco UK supplied twenty one special size Ladder Access Roof Hatches
to the British Museum’s newest gallery. The new, permanent, exhibition
space is a result of the renovation and joining together of two beautiful
Victorian galleries located in the ‘White Wing’ area of the Museum.
The roof of the White Wing was originally laid in lead but was later
replaced with copper in the 1960s.
As part of the refurbishment of the two galleries it was decided to return
the roof to its original lead design. Ladder access was required to the
roof void area to allow for routine maintenance activities. Bilco UK’s SS50TB Ladder Access Roof Hatches were specified by the architects, HoK.
The SS-50TB Roof Hatches were made to order as they were required in
a larger non-standard size, 1215mm x 915mm, than the standard stock
sizes. The hatches were also manufactured with a PPC finish to blend in
with the new roof.
The SS-50TB is engineered with compression spring operators to provide
smooth, easy, one-hand operation, regardless of the size of the hatch.
An automatic hold-open arm locks the cover in the open position to
ensure safe egress and a grip handle allows for easy, one-hand release
and closing. This one-hand operation of the SS-50TB, to a fully open
or closed position, enables the ladder user to maintain three points of
contact at all times. The SS-50TB is the perfect solution for projects
where regular roof access is required and safety is paramount and meets
all the requirements of the Manual Handling Operating Regulations
(MHOR) 1992. www.bilcouk.co.uk

Hospital Corridor Walls Protected By Yeoman Shield
As part of a refurbishment and restoration programme at the
world famous Alexandra Palace, structural repair experts, HELIFIX,
devised a bespoke repair solution to secure an arch window and two
adjacent minor arches on the north-west tower. Historic movement
of this Grade II listed building had caused loss of compression in the
arches, allowing them to relax and move. The Helifix engineered
design permanently and innovatively ties the three arches together,
addressing both structural and aesthetic requirements.
Helifix used bonded HeliBars to reinforce the masonry, grouted CemTies
to secure the arches and a pair of 7m long SockFix tie bars, virtually
hidden from view, being carefully installed through all three arches and
positioned in line with the window transoms.
Previous remedial work had involved a brick infill and steel beams that
had rusted causing further brickwork damage. The Helifix solution
allowed these unsightly remedial measures to be removed and the
original window to be reinstated. Full details can be found at www.
helifix.co.uk/blog/ally-pally. Contact Helifix on 020 8735 5200.

Drainage Works Boost Flood Protection In Welsh Capital
Drainage engineers from Lanes Group plc have completed a major
sewer cleansing and surveying programme in Cardiff to enhance
protection against flash flooding.
Cardiff City Council commissioned a specialist team from the Lanes
Cardiff depot to carry out the work over a three-month period in
Pontcanna to the west of the city centre. Two jet vac tankers and
a CCTV drainage survey
crew were deployed and all
manholes in the district’s
drainage system were GPSmapped. Drains and sewers
ranging in diameter from
100mm to 600mm were
cleansed and surveyed,
with Lanes drainage teams
working both day and night
shifts to minimise disruption
to residents, business users,
and road users. In one case,
work was programmed to be
carried out at night around a large office complex so car parking space
associated with the building was not affected.
Drainage teams also worked closely with other stakeholders, including
park managers, allotment holders and a riding stable to clean and
survey drains under their land.
Lanes is using both standard and recycler jet vac tankers to carry out
the sewer cleansing. Recycler units can filter and reuse their water,
which supports water jetting productivity where water supplies are
limited. www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

A busy access corridor linking one wing to another at a major Yorkshire
Hospital now benefits from a wall protection system supplied and
installed by Yeoman Shield. The heavy footfall, wheeled equipment and
bed trolleys continually traversing the path between two busy wings
was starting to take its toll on the walls and corners of the corridor in
the form of marking, denting and scratching.
The hospital choose a protection system from Yeoman Shield to
overcome such damage. 200mm Protection Rail was fitted “flatback” to the wall on one side of the access way with FalmouthEx Wall
Protection Panels installed
below the rail. Rubber stop
ends/returns (new to the
Yeoman Shield range) were
applied to the rail as added
defence against heavily
laden trolleys and carts that
may come into contact.
The opposing wall was also
offered protection by the
same Yeoman Shield 200mm Protection Rail this time installed on
60mm “stand-off” allowing the system to become a supportive rail for
those who require it.
The rail was again finished with the durable hardwearing rubber
accessories. Matching 75 x 75 mm Corner Protection Angles were
put on vulnerable corners on both sides of the walkway completing a
comprehensive wall protection system that will help to reduce the time
and money spent on redecoration and repair over the lifecycle of the
building. www.yeomanshield.com

Wilo’s New Heating System Cleaning Product Does The
Biz For Poplar HARCA
Wilo has provided a solution for a London-based social housing
provider that was experiencing issues because of poor heating system
circulating water quality. Poplar Housing and Regeneration Community
Association (HARCA) required a system to operate in one of its
buildings – Carradale House in Poplar. Wilo offered to run its new
particle separator system on a protracted trial to illustrate the benefits
of the system and to address the
issues the property had. Wilo’s
new Wilo-SiClean Comfort is a
particle separator system that
provides automated circulating
water cleaning. The system was
installed in the basement plant
room and the discharge from the
system runs to drain. The results
showed huge improvement to
the system circulating water – a large reduction in conductivity – 12%
- and a reduction of the iron in the water samples taken – by a massive
75%. There was also evidence of the removal of the black magnetite
sludge from the system. www.wilo.co.uk.

Magply Boards Cover Superfast Steel Framing System
A cutting edge residential project in Essex is making use of Magply boards for both
the internal lining and exterior cladding treatment to an innovative lightweight
steel framing system, demonstrating the widely specified fire resistant product’s
multiple attributes.
The four bedroom new-build and extensions to a neighbouring existing property
are being carried out by SP&J Construction, in a joint venture with Uni-Frame and
the ARG Group. The intention is to use the current project as a show-site for the
rapid build MMC solution and the wide choice of finishes which will be available to
future purchasers.
Impressively, the main two-storey structure was erected on a prepared base in
just five days, while work is progressing well in terms of the fit-out and external
finishes to what will be a spacious home. While in respect to this project, the
UniFrame system includes diagonal ties which are tensioned on site, Magply
is often used by timber frame manufacturers to take the racking loads for
their buildings as well as to provide fire protection in close proximity to other
properties.
Externally the Magply boards are being covered with a vapour barrier and a 100
mm layer of high performance foam insulation. On top of this, at first floor level,
a resin based render system is being applied, featuring a base coat, reinforcement
mesh, and two more layers: including the finish coat which is available in some
3,000 different colour options. Around the ground floor of the house, brick slips
are being applied over the base coat of render using adhesive and then pointed in
the style of conventional masonry.
This multi-functional performance results from a Magnesium Oxide formulation
which also offers an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood
or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride
content to just 0.01%, enhancing both stability and long term durability.
www.magply.co.uk
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Thermal bridges in the building envelope have a measurable impact on
energy efficiency and thermal comfort. Their impact can be relatively
low on buildings that are not well insulated, but with buildings to the
performance standard of Passivhaus, the relative impact of thermal
bridging is very significant.

Schöck
Isokorb
Insulation
For
Largest UK
Passivhaus
Development

A critical design consideration in achieving efficient
thermal insulation is the avoidance of thermal
bridging. While its impact can be relatively low
on poorly insulated buildings, with Passivhaus
standard the impact is very significant. And at Agar
Grove, there was a risk of thermal bridging at the
connectivity points involving both the balconies and
parapets throughout the development.

four bedroom homes, with maisonettes and gardens
on the ground floor and those on the higher floors
with full width balconies. There are no houses on
the new development. The buildings will feature
predominantly brick and reconstituted stone façade
materials and the contemporary homes will all be
larger than the flats they replace.

Claimed to be the largest Passivhaus development to
date in the UK and certainly Camden Council’s largest
community investment project, Agar Grove Estate, in
North West London, is undergoing a six-phase major
regeneration. It is due for completion in 2025, with a
masterplan that will provide 493 affordable homes.

The highest levels of sustainability
By achieving Passivhaus standard for energy
performance, the development will also meet the
highest levels of sustainability and energy efficiency.
The focus of Passivhaus is to dramatically reduce the
requirement for space heating and cooling, whilst
also creating excellent indoor comfort levels.

Agar Grove is not a failing estate, but it is out-dated
and disconnected from the surrounding areas. The
future buildings and refurbishment are planned
around a new square and streets, resulting in the
public areas being significantly better integrated
with the wider neighbourhood. This is very much
a community-oriented project and will deliver new
high-quality homes for existing residents, while
additionally creating rented, shared ownership and
private homes to meet Camden's future housing
needs. There will be a mix of one, two, three and

This is primarily achieved by adopting a ‘fabric first’
approach to the design by specifying high levels of
insulation to the thermal envelope, with exceptional
levels of airtightness and the use of whole house
mechanical ventilation. A critical element in
any design process involving efficient thermal
insulation is the avoidance of thermal bridging. A
frequent cause of increased heat and energy loss,
condensation leading to damp walls – and the
likelihood of mould formation and its consequent
health implications.

Technically advanced solutions
With the Agar Grove development the risk of thermal bridging is
primarily at the connectivity points involving balconies and parapets.
One of the most technically advanced countermeasures is the Isokorb
range of structural thermal breaks from
Schöck. For the balconies, the Schöck
Isokorb incorporating an HTE-Compact
compression module is specified.
This transfers both negative moments
and positive shear forces and has
been awarded the "low thermal bridge
construction" certificate by the Passivhaus
Institute in Darmstadt, verifying its
suitability for Passivhaus construction. A
major reason for the superior performance
of this product type is the thickness of
the insulation body, increased from the
standard 80mm thick to 120mm. High
quality stainless steel bars with improved
tensile strength are an integral part of
the unit and while there is a smaller rod
diameter and therefore a reduction in the thermally conducting crosssection, the same load-bearing capacity is maintained. Resulting in a
further increase in the heat insulation performance.
More thermally efficient than conventional wrapped parapets
Where the parapets are concerned, the conventional method commonly
used is to wrap the perimeter of the wall with an insulation barrier.

However, the Schöck Isokorb used here offers a solution that is both
more cost-effective and more thermally efficient than conventional
wrapped parapets.
Its 120mm insulation thickness results in low psi-values and therefore
significantly reduces heat loss – and there is no wrapping required. It
permits a more sophisticated construction opportunity for greater
freedom of design and allows flexible distance between elements
according to load requirements. There is no risk of any additional
thermal bridging through balustrade fixings and other key benefits are
durability and water impermeability, as no maintenance is required and
there is no risk of expensive restoration due to waterproofing problems.
Totally verifiable performance
The Schöck product types used at Agar Grove are primarily for
concrete-to-concrete connectivity and for wrapped parapets. But the
comprehensive Isokorb range from Schöck also offers solutions for
concrete-to-steel and steel-to-steel situations. A requirement described
in BRE IP1/06 and cited in Building Regulations Approved Documents
Part L1 and L2 and Section 6 in Scotland, is that the temperature factor
used to indicate condensation risk (fRSI) must be greater than, or equal
to, 0.75 for residential buildings. This is easily met by incorporating the
Isokorb.
The range also complies with the Government Standard Assessment
Procedure, SAP 2012, concerning CO2 emissions from buildings and
respectively heat losses through non-repeating thermal bridges.
Products meet full compliance with the relevant UK building regulations,
have NHBC approval and offer LABC Registration. There is also the
security of independent BBA Certification.
Contact Schöck on 01865 290 890; or visit the website at www.schoeck.
co.uk for a free copy of the Schöck Thermal Bridging Guide; the Schöck
Specifiers Guide and to view the full range of downloadable software.
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Cladding Creates A
Calming Appearance

When
Building For
Airtightness
Is An
Education:
Tyvek® At
The John
Taylor Free
School

Building for education presents both challenges and
opportunities in today’s public sector construction.
While budgets must be carefully controlled, it’s
also essential to achieve the highest specifications
in order to ensure a lasting and cost-effective
investment. The best in modern building technology
is vital to delivering a project that performs as
designed and meets all key criteria, particularly in
terms of sustainability and reduced maintenance.
The John Taylor free high school in Burton-on-Trent
is a complete new-build development on a greenfield
site, commissioned to meet the growing needs
of the Staffordshire education system. The £25m
PPP funded complex by Glancy Nicholls Architects
includes a state-of-the-art sports hall and caters for
1,400 secondary and sixth form pupils.
When Perkins Plasterers were contracted by
Seddon Construction Ltd to ensure the integrity
of the building envelope, with particular regard to
airtightness, it soon became apparent that a cheap
or inferior solution would do neither the project, nor
the reputation of a group of proud professionals, any
good.
Gareth Jones of Perkins Plasterers explains: “The
original material that had been considered presented
a high risk of failure in our view, and we were not
convinced it would perform as needed, particularly
for the scale and complexity of this project. So, in
consultation with Seddon we decided to upgrade
the specification. It soon became clear that we had
made the right decision in choosing the Tyvek® and
AirGuard® products. Being a school building it needed
to function for the long term in a way that would
keep costs down so there was no point in cutting
corners in the short term. And in fact ‘corners’ were
one of the key places where this material came
into its own, as together with its special tapes and
sealants, it has a flexibility that works brilliantly with
windows and doors, or wherever there are cuts or
penetrations that need to be completely sealed.”
Gareth and team were impressed by the experience
of working with DuPont, “The customer support from

start to finish was second to none. We had a full
day’s training, plus further site visits, and very clear
guidelines which helped us understand how easy
the system was to work with. It was obvious even
during the build that everything was performing as
it should because it helped to keep out some awful
weather conditions. Once fully installed and tested it
gave us excellent results. The school is now open and
the airtightness of the envelope is performing very
well. We would definitely work with these products
for similar projects in the future.”
The products Gareth refers to are Tyvek® Housewrap
breather membrane, which was applied to the sports
hall, and Tyvek® AirGuard® Control which was used
on the main school building as a vapour control layer.
These function as part of a holistic system together
with specially created accessories Tyvek® FlexWrap
EZ concertina-style tape and Tyvek® Double-Sided
Tape, thus ensuring the integrity of the airtight seal
even around awkward corners, servicing ducts and
structural penetrations.
Tyvek® breather membranes are unique because
of their high-quality single layer construction
and are naturally vapour open while also being
dependably – and lastingly – water-tight, as proven
by comprehensive field tests. Tyvek® AirGuard®
Control is a light-weight, easy to install AVCL which
offers superior mechanical strength and is designed
to reduce uncontrolled air leakage and minimise
convective heat loss in roofs, walls and floors.
So, the new John Taylor Free School benefits from
the best in the business. According to the RIBA
report The Better Spaces for Learning published in
May 2016, “Good design makes schools cheaper to
run – we estimate that up to £150m annually is being
spent on unnecessary services and maintenance
which could have been avoided if schools were better
designed.” DuPont™ Tyvek® and DuPont™ AirGuard®
products can form a key part of the solution to such
avoidable costs – the definition of a wise investment
in quality, expertise and reliable service.
www.construction.tyvek.co.uk

The new state-of-the-art 65 bed Cygnet Hospital
mental health facility in Maidstone has been clad
in Abet Laminati’s MEG exterior grade laminate.
Purpose-built to meet the latest national
specifications for improving mental health within a
therapeutic environment, the hospital will provide
an important and much-needed service for local
patients.
800 square metres of exterior grade MEG cladding
in a 754 Padouk Soft finish were installed by Rhino
Exteriors across various elevations. MEG was
chosen as it carries a BBA Agrément Certificate
and, most importantly, F1 panels from 6mm and
thicker are rated Class B-s1, d0. This makes them
fully compliant for all non-residential applications
and up to 18m high for residential schemes. This scheme is a perfect example of high performance MEG in action where the need for high
performance and durability is married up with low life-cycle costs and aesthetic design.
The range comprises 58 colours and 31 woodgrains together with 5 concrete and metal effect finishes. MEG is also able to incorporate
Abet’s digital printing technology. This means that almost any design, photograph or pattern can be reproduced in stunning detail to give
architects and designers unparalleled freedom to create unusual and dramatic building facades.
MEG is a self-supporting high pressure laminate (HPL) for cladding the exterior of buildings, balconies and other applications. It features
high resistance to temperature, climate shock, weathering, UV light and impact. Furthermore, its chemical resistant nature and closed
structure do not allow paint in spray cans, various inks, emulsion paints, lipstick or pastel paints to penetrate into the decorative layer.
This negates the need for any anti-graffiti treatment and makes the surface easy to clean. uk.abetlaminati.com

Helifix Concealed Repairs Restore
Failed Arches At Listed Brewery
The 170 year old, Grade ll listed, Hook Norton Brewery
in Oxfordshire, was suffering from internal and external
cracking due to the failure of 15 brick arches. This was
caused by the decay of internal timbers and movement of
the surrounding brickwork.
HeliBars were bonded into mortar beds above each opening,
on both the interior and exterior walls, forming masonry
beams that reinforced the brickwork, supported the wall
above and spread the loads. Other cracks were stitched
using single HeliBars bonded across the cracks.
These sympathetic repairs efficiently and economically
restored integrity whilst retaining the original materials and
aesthetics of this important listed structure.
For project-specific technical advice about the use of Helifix
structural repair systems, contact the Helifix team on 020
8735 5200. Alternatively, go to www.helifix.co.uk/videos to
watch installation videos and to download relevant product
brochures. www.helifix.co.uk
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Sto Helps
Create
Innovative
Design For
Icon Outlet
At The O2
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An integrated package of external wall insulation
and render from Sto has been used to insulate an
impressive architectural design featured on a major
new London shopping mall. The Sto materials were
chosen to insulate and finish the ‘wave-themed’
wall and ceiling design which now forms the
centrepiece of ICON Outlet at the world-famous The
O2.

still working to very tight tolerances over long
distances. We liaised very closely with the architect
to create the final system, and with Sto who
provided great technical support throughout. The
aluminium sub-construction of the Sto insulation
system provided all the flexibility we required and
helped us complete a very challenging project with
great success.”

“We needed to specify a high-quality insulation
system that could provide the required degree
of thermal insulation, and still accommodate
the complex surfaces and angles of the ‘wave’
design which covers large parts of the walls and
ceiling,” explains Nathmya Saffarini of CallisonRTKL
architects. “We were looking to create a vibrant
atmosphere and use state-of-the-art materials
throughout, so it was important that the insulation
solution we chose was compatible with those
requirements.”

The Sto system specified for the majority of the
project was the StoVentec R ventilated rainscreen
cladding system. This features an adjustable
aluminium mounting grid which creates a cavity
between the facade and the render carrier board.
This is partially filled with mineral fibre insulation to
provide highly effective thermal insulation and fire
protection, while still protecting the wall by keeping
it dry and allowing it to breathe. The StoVentec
carrier boards are very flexible, do not expand or
contract with temperature change, and butt jointed
with no risk of cracking.

“This was an unusual project as the shopping
mall includes ‘indoor streets’ interspersed with
open spaces, and is roofed over,” comments Matt
Mooney of Novo Facades who installed the Sto
insulation solution. “The O2 sits on the bank of the
Thames, so the insulation and render finish had
to be completed to external standards to protect
against the moisture-laden atmosphere and the
effects of any temperature fluctuations which this
location could cause.
“All the surfaces involved were curved rather than
straight, and we had to accommodate these while

StoTherm Mineral external wall insulation was
applied to other areas of the building. This system
uses mineral fibre boards to provide unrivalled
thermal insulation and fire-resistance. Both Sto
systems were then finished with StoSilco K, a highperformance silicone resin render which provides
excellent water repellence. StoSilco K is an ideal
facade finish for applications such as this where
the finish required is visually attractive, whilst also
providing protection against weathering and damp.
www.sto.co.uk

Hong Kong
To Zhuhai
Mega
Bridge
Installs
Isocrete
K-Screed

Flowcrete has been involved in the construction of the
world’s longest sea crossing bridge, the remarkable
Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge (HZMB).
The $20 billion development has been built to link the
three cities of Hong Kong, Zhuhai and Macau together
for the first time. The scale and ambition of the project
is truly unique, as the 55-kilometre (34 mi) bridge–
tunnel system includes a series of three cable-stayed
bridges, an undersea tunnel and four artificial islands.
This unique feat of civil engineering faced some truly
unique challenges, thanks in large part to the vast
distances that it covers and the fact that it would have
to support tens of thousands of passengers every day.
To make sure that the project’s innovatively designed
Hong Kong Boundary Crossing Facility (HKBCF) would
be able to cope with these pressures, 43,000 m2 of
Flowcrete’s cementitious subfloor screed solution,
Isocrete K-Screed, was supplied.
Francis Tang, General Manager of Flowcrete Hong
Kong, said: “The Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge
is central to the Hong Kong government’s plan to
improve connectivity in the region and we’re proud to
have been involved in the construction of an important
section of the bridge’s infrastructure.
“The vast numbers of people that the crossing facility
would have to accommodate on a daily basis meant

that the floor in the HKBCF had to be as robust and
reliable as possible. Isocrete K-Screed was ideal for
this, as it has been specifically designed to rapidly
provide a high-performance, long lasting screed layer
for large and demanding construction projects.”
Situated on a 130-hectare reclaimed island, the HKBCF
provides a strategic multi-modal transportation hub for
the western Hong Kong side of the bridge. If the floor
failed here, then it could lead to a long list of safety
and operational concerns!
Isocrete K-Screed is a durable, semi-dry cementitious
screed system that incorporates a proprietary additive
to produce an early drying, high-strength screed.
These properties mean that large-scale developments
can speed up the process of applying the screed
without sacrificing on critical structural and functional
properties.
Flowcrete’s specialist screed system was applied in
thicknesses ranging from 75-150mm across the site,
including in the customs, clearance and departure
halls as well as in the baggage handling area, back-ofhouse maintenance facilities and the overhead rooftop
garden. Inside the HKBCF, Isocrete K-Screed proved to
be the ideal platform on which to install the tile finish,
creating an attractive and impressive floor area.
www.flowcrete.co.uk

SCREENS & PARTITIONS - CUSTOM & STANDARD
We design and manufacture a wide range of contemporary screens and
partitions using high quality materials and finishes, with great attention to
detailing on our custom and standard designs, all produced in our UK factory.
T. 01923 818282

.

F. 01923 818280

.

E. sales@shopkit.com

.

www.shopkit.com

MADE IN THE UK

